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Preface

Technological, social, political, and cultural changes are continually reshaping the economic
structure of the United States. Significant for more than a century, the influence of technology has
been especially important in the last two decades. The technological advances made during World
War II established the foundation for many entirely new products and industries. More recently,
Government military and space research expenditures combined with greatly increased industrial
spending for research and development have produced an abundance of technological advancements
which promise to have an even greater influence on our economy.

Technological change affects the labor force. Existing occupations are eliminated, others decline
in importance; totally new occupations come into existence, job content changes and new skills are
required. Although a wide variety of mechanisms is available to facilitate manpower adjustment to
technological change, the need for information lies at the core of each. The U.S. Department of
Labor has for many years recognized in its research program the need to provide advance information
on the potential impact of technology.

In early 1965, an experimental and demonstration project was launched within the Department
of Labor as part of its continuing efforts to refine and improve its research methods. This project was
designed to emphasize likely future technological and manpower changes. Close industry ,..:ontact was
stressed and many interviews were held with persons in companies, labor unions, research organizations,
and trade and professional organizations as a means of gaining the insight needed to project specific
occupational, skill, and manpower requirements at the industry level. It was expected that this
approach would provide information useful for program and policy development within the Depart-
ment of Labor and other Government agencies as well as to union and management personnel, the
general public, legislators, and local communities that must deal with specific problems relating to
present and future conditions.
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On a demonstration basis, three industries and functional areas in which technology is expected
to have important manpower ramifications were selected and stodied. They are the design and
drafting function, the health service industry, and the telephone communications industry. (Technology
and Manpower in the Health Service Industry, 1965-75 and Technology and Manpower in the
Telephone Industry, 1965-75 are now in process.)

The research for this project was completed in December 1965.
This report was prepared by Ann Marie Lamb under the supervision of Peter E. Haase, project

director, and the general direction of Curtis C. Al ler, director, Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation,
and Research.
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Introduction

"We are on the. threshold of a complete revo-
lution in design and drafting . . ." "In the
future the only familiar item in the design and
drafting areas will be the engineers . ."
"Conventional drafting practices will be com-
pletely outmoded . . ." Statements similar to
these are increasingly appearing in both technical
journals and popular magazines. They have
focused attention on technological change in
design and drafting, a process found in whole or
in part in many diverse segments of industry and
government.

Before construction of a road in California
begins, highway department engineers have con-
sidered hundreds of design details and draftsmen
have prepared the many necessary drawings.
Before manufacturing next year's automobile
begins in Michigan, many thousands of man-
hours will have been spent on designing and
detailing each of the more than 3,000 body parts
which must be manufactured.

Although no two design/drafting processes are
identical, the end purpose is the same: To pro-

vide to those who will manufacture or construct
the product all of the information needed to
translate its concept into actuality.

In the case of the road, this may involve selec-
tion of the optimum route possible considering
such factors as the relationship to other roads,
the cost of acquiring the rights of way, as well
as the technical problems of construction.

In the case of the automobile, the artistic de-
signers use specifications obtained from product
planning and market research groups to aid in
producing a clay model. This model is then
used by engineering design groups to implement
a body design in full detail.

In each case, graphic representation is the
means of expressing design ideas and detail at
every stage in the process. Graphic representa-
tion includes the rough sketches used by the
engineers and designers to assist them in develop-
ing early ideas, as well as the detail drawings of
each part produced by the draftsman and used
in manufacturing.
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Changing Design Methods

The design/drafting process is undergoing
change. The use of computers within the process
is being extended through the development
of both special programs and new equipment
such as timessharedssystems, and graphical disc
play devices. The use of numerically controlled
drafting machines and microfilm equipment is
also growing. The application of these tech-
niques and equipment is coming about slowly,
but the changes are affecting manpower require-
ments for draftsmen and engineers.

In 1963, about 199,000 draftsmen were em-
ployed in industry in the United States. While
no data are available to indicate exactly how
many of these are involved in design/drafting as
opposed to research and manufacturing, the vast
majority are believed to be directly associated
with design/drafting This is particularly true
of manufacturing, which employs 120,000 or
approximately 60 percent of all draftsmen, and
of engineering and architectural services, which
accounts for about 43,000 or approximately 22
percent.

In addition, many of industry's 684,000 engi-
neers are concerned with design and drafting.
Although it was not possible within the frame of
reference of this study to determine what per-
centage of engineers are directly involved in de-
sign, a conservative estimate would be at least 20
percent or approximately 137,000.

The Study Approach

The purposes of this study are to identify the
major technological changes which will affect
the design/drafting process in the next 10 years;
to determine the extent and rate of diffusion of
tIsese changes; and to assess the effects of these
changes on manpower needs during the next 10
years.
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The analysis of the changes affecting the
design/drafting process is, however, complicated
by the diversity of industries, processes, and
products which incorporate design and drafting,
and by a lack of meaningful statistical data.
'Ile design/drafting' process is involved in the
design of such diverse products as automobiles,
office buildings, chemical process plants, toys,
missile systems, and highways to name only a few.
In spite of such a wide scope of application, many
similarities exist in the design steps taken and in
the basic requirements of the process. Without
these similarities, of course, t would he impos-
sible to reach any general conclusions about the
impact of,new technological innovations on this
industry function.

This study of the design/drafting function is,
therefore, bused upon three working hypotheses:

1. The design/drafting process has com-
mon elements and common manpower re-
quirements, regardless of the industry in
which the process functions or the product
which is being designed.

2. The same technological changes which
apply to the design/drafting process in one
industry or for one product will apply to the
process in other industries or for other
products;

3. These technological changes will have
similar effects on manpower in different
design/drafting processes.

Because some of the new design/drafting
technology examined in this report is still in the
early stages, and because of the lack of pertinent
statistical data and the extremely small number
of interviews possible within any single industry
or product category, quantitative manpower esti-
mates are extremely difficult to develop. Esti-
mates made in this report are presented in broad
rangesmore specific estimates are not possible
at this time.



The design and drafting process is an im
portant segment of a wide cross-section of Ameri-
can industry. Within this functional area, which
comes between research and manufacturing or
construction, design ideas are developed and re-
fined, and the detailed information necessary to
build future products or structures is produced.
These design/drafting activities provide employ-
ment for a majority of industry's 199,000 drafts-
men and probably more than 20 percent of its
684,000 engineers.

Although technological change is not new to
design/drafting, recent developments in data
processing, graphics communication, and repro-
duction are expanding both the number and the
range of applications of advanced technology
being introduced into the process. The equip-
ment which will be used to implement techno-
logical changes in the next 10 years includes the
electronic computer, manually and automatically
controlled drafting machines, cathode ray tube
scanners and recorders, microfilm devices, and
graphic man-machine consoles.

222-655-66---2
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Overview

The major technological changes expected be-
fore 1975 will utilize computer-based systems to
perform design computations, process design in-
formation, and carry out, or assist in carrying out,
the steps in the design itselfincluding the prep-
aration of necessary drawings. Many systems
that utilize presently available equipment and
techniques to process applications similar to these,
are already in operation today in a variety of in-
dustries. Systems and applications like the pres-
ent ones will continue to diffuse over the next 10
years.

In addition, major new developments in time-
shared computer systems which include graphic
input-out capabilities are expected to move from
experimental to operational use in design /draft-
ing within 10 years. By 1975, only a few large
firms and possibly some service bureaus will have
these systems installed and performing extensive
production operations. However, the use of
these systems is expected to diffuse rapidly be-
tween 1975 and 1985.

Industries active in introducing technological
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change into design/drafting today are expected
to continue in the forefront to 1975. Within
manufacturing, these industries are electrical
equipment, nonelectrical machinery, transporta-
tion equipment, ordnance, petroleum refining,
chemicals, primary metals, fabricated metals,
and instruments. Outside of manufacturing,
significant activity is found in contract construc-
tion and engineering services. Small firms will

GLOSSARY OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Time-shared computer systems: Allow the man
with the problem to communicate directly
with the computer. Service more than one
man at a time and use their free time to
process other jobs.

Equipment to reproduce and store drawings:
Accurately records the content of drawings
and stores them conveniently and compactly.

Numerically-controlled plotters and drafting ma-
chines: Produce drawings using instructions
and data from previously prepared tape or
directly from the computer.

Cathode ray tube recorders: Interpret instruc-
tions and assemble the required picture on
the face of the cathode ray tube. Then the
information is photographed and printed.

Photo-composition devices: An operator com-
poses the drawing by mechanically selecting
the proper symbols. When the symbols are
properly positioned on the viewing screen, they
are photographed.

Cathode ray tube scanners: Scan information
contained in a microfilm frame and convert it
to a form the computer can use.

Digitizing machine: A finished drawing is traced
under manual control and the required coordi-
nate positions are recorded on magnetic tape
or punched on cards or paper tape. The tape
or cards can then be processed by a computer.

Man-machine consoles: Permit the man with the
problem to communicate directly with the
machine. Handle alphabetic, numeric, or
graphic information depending upon the par-
ticular devices used.
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continue to lag considerably behind larger ones
in the introduction of technological changes.

The effects of technological changes on the
total requirements for draftsmen during the
1965-75 period are expected to be moderate.
The growth rate for the occupation in the next
10 years will be slowed somewhat but because of
economic growth the absolute number of drafts-
men will continue to rise. The expected reduc-
tion in growth will be spaced over the entire pe-
viod, but as much as two-thirds of the drop may
occur between 1970 and 1975.

The impact upon numbers of draftsmen re-
quired will vary substantially among industries
and types of drafting activities. The greatest
effects from technological changes will occur in
two industry groups.The first includes medium
and large establishments in industry classifica-
tions where technological change will have a
perceptible, but not extensive, effect. The sec-
ond includes medium and large establishments
in industries in which the impact from techno-
logical changes is expected to be most significant.
The former group employs 28.2 percent of all
draftsmen, the latter, 29.1 percent of the same
type of workers.

Within these groups, maximum reductions
from technological changes of 10 percent and 25
percent respectively will be more than offset by
expected growth in demand for drafting services.
Employment in these two groups can be expected
to grow from the present 114,300 to at least
173,300 by 1975. The group of draftsmen work-
ing on dimensioned drawings, such as those re-
quired in complex mechanical design, will be
least affected within this 10-year period.

The use of time-shared graphics systems will
have a significant impact upon the number of
draftsmen required. The effects from these sys-

tems will still be numerically small by 1975, but
their rapid diffusion after 1975 may substantially
reduce the demand for draftsmen between 1975
and 1985.

The effects of technological changes in design/
drafting upon engineers are much more difficult
to isolate because of the greater diversity of the
engineers' functions within various design proc-
esses. However, new methods in design/drafting
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are reducing clerical-type, routine activities
which presently require many engineering man-
hours. At the same time, these methods are
opening new avenues for creative engineering.

Many experts predict that the coupling of man
and machine through the use of time-shared
computer and graphic systems will result in a
new era in engineering design.
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The Design! Drafting Process and
Its Manpower

The Design /Drafting Process

The design/drafting process is a study in con-
trasts and similarities. If the steps taken in the
design of a jet engine and a vacuum cleaner are
studied in detail, little appears to be the samu.
However, viewed from a broader perspective,
unifying elements and characteristics are identi-
fiable.

The total design process is concerned with the
creation of systems, devices, or processes which
will serve a human need. It must be possible to
build such systems and they must have utility to
consumers at an appropriate cost. Although
there is no universally accepted definition of this
complex and diversified process, the general
sequence of events to bring a product from con-
cept to production can be described. While this
description is formed as an amalgamation of
processes taking place in a variety of actual de-
sign situations, it does contain representative ele-

ments of a complex new product design in a man-
ufacturing industry.

Steps in Design

For the purposes of this study, the design
process can be described as the steps which take
place between research on the one end and man-
ufacturing on the other. The process which
takes place between these two points will be
called design/drafting and further segmented
into product development, preliminary design
and detailed product design. (See chart 1.)

Product Development. The first phase in the
design process, product development, determines
the validity of the product design. It begins at
that point at which it is known that a particular
new product is to be produced. At this point,
the needs for this product and its general require-
ments are supplied to product development from

7



CHART 1 DESIGN STARTS WITH ABSTRACTIONS,
ENDS WITH PRODUCT PLAN

RESEARCH MARKET
ANALYSIS

LATEST TECHN01,0 ICAL CUSTOMER
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

0 SION I,tLES

DETAIL
ikopucTiott
STANDARDS

other organizations such as product planning,
management and market research, or in some
cases direct customer specifications. On the
basis of this information, the engineers begin to
look for possible solutions to the problem as
defined. To aid in seeking solutions, the engi-
neers make use of the latest technological data
coming from the research areas. They also rely
heavily on past experience which may be codified
in the form of technology handbooks and cor-
porate engineering standards. Through com-
binations of creative activity, analysis, test,
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simulation, and evaluation the performance
specifications for the product and the design rules
and feasible solutions to the design problems are
developed. In some cases, prototype models are
prepared to prove the technical feasibility of some
components or parts of the product. This infor-
mation is then passed on to the preliminary
design stage.

Preliminary Design. Preliminary design is

concerned with the development of the specific
requirements and specifications for the product.



The general requirements and characteristics are
refined and made more specific, and the preferred
solutions to the various engineering problems are
selected. The engineers apply their own knowl-
edge and use the information from prior designs
of similar products and company specification
handbooks to advance the design from the ab-
stract to the concrete. At the completion of this
phase of the process, specific product specifica-
tions are completed and the concepts are trans-
lated into preliminary graphic or mathematical
terms.

Detail Design. During detail design, the de-
sign concept is documented and the complete
detail necessary to manufacturing is developed.
This includes preliminary master layout drawings
which convey overall outlines and features of
the product. From these master layout drawings
progressively more detailed drawings are added
until each of the parts in the final product has
a complete drawing. In addition to the parts
drawings, engineering must supply additional
data on materials required for manufacture and
must provide assembly drawings indicating how
the parts will be assembled during manufacture.

The design process is repeated for each com-
ponent and subcomponent within the total prod-
uct. For example, an aircraft is composed of
various subsystems including the frame or struc-
ture, the engine, the electrical system, and the
electronic systems. After the overall perform-
ance requirements of the composite system have
been established, then the design process goes
forward for each of these major subsystems.
Within each of the subsystems, the process is
further repeated for the components within this
system.

Characteristics of the Process

Some additional characteristics are important
for an understanding of the design process.
They are the constant iterations and changes
which take place, the requirements for informa-
tion handling, and the contrasts between the early
and later design/drafting stages.

Constant Iterations and Change. Iteration
and change are an integral part of the typical

design process. A constant recycling takes place
within, between, and among the various steps
in the process. Some of these iterative loops are
inherent in design: While the engineer is refining
his approach to the solution of a problem, he
makes assumptions, tests these assumptions and
then modifies them on the basis of the results;
or as more detailed information is developed, it
sometimes becomes apparent that a better prod-
uct would result if some of the original specifica-
tions of the product were modified. Frequently,
however, the necessity for iterations in the proc-
ess is caused by the pressures in many industries
to minimize the total elapsed time between prod-
uct conception and product manufacture. Be-
cause of these time pressures, it becomes necessary
to operate segments of the total process in paral-
lel, as for example when manufacturing tooling
design begins before the part design is made final.
Then both the number of changes and the num-
ber of places in which each, change must be made
increase.

Requirements for Information Handling.
The pertinent evolving detail and the change in-
formation must be rapidly and accurately com-
municated within the design/drafting area and
with other parts of the organization. The com-
munication must take place vertically between
the subsystems as well as horizontally within the
subsystems. While some of the subsystems are
relatively independent of changes occurring in
the evolution of other subsystems, many of them
are very closely interrelated. Any failures to co-
ordinate the various elements of the total product
during design can result in finding incompata-
bilities at a late stage in the process. The im-
mensity of the information communication prob-
lem is illustrated most dramatically in missile
systems, where the total number of parts may
exceed a quarter of a million.

Since the basic language of the design/draft-
ing process is graphical, the form for communi-
cation of information must permit the use of
graphic representation.

Contrast Between Early and Later Stages.
Creativity is concentrated in the early stages of
the design process. While there is disagreement
within the technical community as to what con-

9



stitutes creativity in design, there is general agree-
ment that as the design proceeds from a general
idea to a specific design, the need or usefulness
for creative thinking declines. In contrast to
this, the amount of data which is developed and
must be carried forward increases sharply as the
design proceeds from the early to the later stages.
This, as might be expected, results in shifts in
manpower requirements. The need for profes-
sional level personnel (a level achieved either
through education or equivalent experience) is
high in the early stages of the process and de-
creases as the detail end of the process is reached.
In contrast to this, the total number of man-
hours utilized follows the trend of the informa-
tion curve. (See chart 2.)

Common Design Elements

In spite of the diversity in the design process
among industries and products, some common
elements can be found. During the design proc-
ess, the logical design path which is followed
requires computations to take place at various
points in the design, requires the referencing of
various types of information during the proc-
ess, and creates various types of data during the
process. Some of these data must be recorded
so that they can be transmitted on to a later stage
in the design process itself or back to an earlier
stage as part of an iteration. In other cases, in-
formation must be recorded for use outside the
design area itself.

These activities, common among all design
processes, can be classified under three headings:
Computation, information handling, and design
logic.

Computation. The need for computation
occurs at scattered points in almost all design
processes. In connection with one product de-
sign these computations may include making a
few simple calculations with a slide rule and solv-
ing complex sets of mathematical equations.

Information Handling. The information
handling element consists of two parts. On one
hand are the sources of data that the engineer
must call upon as he proceeds through his phase
of the design. These data may come from with-
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*CHART 2 CREATiViTY iS AT
ITS HIGHEST LEVEL

IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT PRELIMINARY DETAIL
DEVELOPMENT DESIGN DESIGN

ELEMENTS
THAT

GO INTO
DESIGN

DA A GENERATION

TYPES OF
WORK

NEEDED

in the design organization or from withoutfrom
within might come notification of changes which
will affect his work and from without cost data
on materials supplied by the purchasing depart-
ment. The information may come in a highly
structured form, such as a company manual con-
taining approved standards, or it may be in an
extremely informal form, such as previous per-
sonal knowledge confirmed by discussion with a
colleague.

On the other hand, the information handling
element consists of the information which must
be passed on as a result of the engineer's work.



Again, this output may be highly structured or
formalized, such as a notice of change order, or
it may be as informal as a discussion. The struc-
turing of this information handling varies drasti-
cally, first because of differences in the kinds of
information. Other important differences in-
clude those in individual corporate policies and
in the size of the design activity, and the resulting
lengths of the lines of communication. The com-
plexity of the product with respect to the number
of parts and variables also affects information
handling requirements.

Design Logic. Another underlying element
of similarity in the design process among indus-
tries and products is the design logic. In a very
broad sense, the design logic is the step-by-step
guide to the design of a particular part. Theo-
retically at least, if the complete design logic for
a particular product were written out, any per-
son or group of persons with the necessary subject
matter knowledge could accomplish a successful
design by following the instructions. These in-
structions would indicate, for example : At what
point in the process particular computation
should be performed; how the results of these
computations should be evaluated to determine
what action to take next; when a search should
be made in the standards catalogue; and what
exact criteria should be applied to the selection
of the proper standard.

While it is true that a complete design logic
must exist for every product being designed, in
practice it may be very difficult to follow the de-
tail threads of the logic. In some cases, this may
be because individuals who participate in the
process are supplying whole segments of the
process creatively or from experience without
consciously going through the successive steps.
In some situations, the number of parameters in
the product design are so extensive that it is dif
ficult to identify the procedures in detail. For
these and similar reasons, in many instances it is
not an easy task to discern the exact design logic
which is controlling the details of the process.
The variations in the ease with which the design
logic can be detailed are found not only from one
type of product to another but also within dif-
ferent subcomponents of the same product.

222-655 0-66--3

Manpower in the Design/Drafting
Process

The primary categories of manpower found
in the design/drafting function are engineers
and draftsmen. While other significant groups,
such as technicians, mathematicians, and clerical
personnel support the process and are inseparable
from it, this study is confined to seeking informa-
tion relevant only to engineers and draftsmen.

In general, engineers are found in the early
stages of design and draftsmen concentrated in
the later stages. Information becomes more
rigid and specific as the later stages in design
are reached. Because of this, methods and pro-
cedures followed become increasingly more con-
crete and specific. Consequently, in the later
stages of the design process there is much less
variation from industry to industry or product
to product.

The duties and functions of draftsmen are well
defined across industry while the specific jobs
performed by engineers are much more diverse
and influenced greatly by the industry and
product.

Draftsmen

The unifying theme within the drafting func-
tion is the description and presentation of ideas
and information in graphic form. The variety
in the kinds of drawings produced and knowl-
edge needed by the draftsmen to produce these
drawings is tremendous. The common denom-
inator in the family of jobs making up the
drafting occupation is the man at work on the
drafting board who is first of all skilled and
knowledgeable in the techniques of drafting.

Job Categories. The job categories within the
family of drafting jobs tend to remain consistent
across industry although there are many differ-
ences in job titles, organization structure, and the
content of the individual jobs. The structure
of typical jobs for a mechanical product design
is used for illustration here. These jobs form a
normal progression for promotion.

11



Tracer. The lowest level draftsman is the
tracer. This is a job which has already become
obsolete in many instances because of changes
in methods of reproducing and preparing draw-
ings. In the past, the tracer performed such
routine tasks as copying drawings in a better
form, making minor changes in drawings, and
preparing charts and graphs. When hired, he
needed limited drafting experience. This job
also served as a training ground for the next job
up, that of a junior detailer.

Detail Draftsman. In practice, the lowest
level job is now that of the detailer. His pri-
mary function is to prepare the final detail
drawings which will be released to manufactur-
ing. These may include parts drawings, assem-
bly drawings or catalog drawings. In addition
to preparing original parts drawings, working
from the layout drawings, he may also correct
and revise drawings. The detailer should be
an expert in depicting and/or dimensioning.
Although he may make simple decisions, he gen-
erally receives explicit work instructions.

The minimum requirements for this type of
job vary among companies. In some cases,
high school courses in drafting are considered
sufficient, although in most cases, some experi-
ence or education beyond the high school level
is required. In most companies, there are sev-
eral levels of detail draftsmen differentiated by
years of experience.

Layout Draftsman. The layout draftsman
proves out the product design on paper. Taking
prior layouts, sketches, models, and verbal in-
structions he prepares the layout drawings, or
revises existing layouts. This may involve com-
pleting designs using knowledge of part fits and
tolerances, algebra, geometry, or trigonometry.

These jobs generally require a 2-year tech-
nical school education or its equivalent, plus sev-
eral years of experience in detailing drafting.
Several levels of jobs are common within this
category.

Senior Draftsman or Designer. At the top of
the drafting caegoly in the nonprofessional group
is the senior draftsman or designer. This man
draws upon his accumulated knowledge of draf t-
ing requirements, practices and know-how plus
his knowledge of the product, its technology and
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characteristics. Using this combined knowledge
he contributes to the design itself and not merely
to the expression of the design in graphic form.

The designer must also have had at least 2
years of post-high school education or its equiva-
lent, and many years of experience.

Checker. Many companies have an addi-
tional job classificationthe checker. The
checker is near the top of the progression and
his job is to be sure that the characteristics of the
design are being reflected accurately in the
graphic representations at each successive stage.
Even in those companies where separate classi-
fications do not exist for checker, the checking
function is present. Most checker jobs have re-
quirements similar to those for senior draftsmen
or designers.

Within these job categories from tracer to de-
signer there appears to be substantial variation in
the distribution of draftsmen from one organiza-
tion to another and also at different times within
the same organization. It is generally agreed
that the levels usually form a pyramid with the
designer at the apex. Average distribution of
draftsmen ranges from one designer for every
four layout and detail draftsmen to one designer
to two layout draftsmen and six detail draftsmen.
In actual practice, however, these averages may
never be approached. Two of the several rea-
sons for this are: First, the workload require-
ments tend to consist of peaks and valleys; in
order to maintain a stable work force much of the
detail routine work may be contracted out during
peak periods. Second, in industries such as aero-
space where layoffs frequently occur in drafting,
the more experienced, senior personnel are re-
tained and make the pyramid decidedly top
heavy. Unfortunately, sufficient data to develop
more specific information on the number of
draftsmen at the various levels are not available.

The variety in the types of drawings required
adds another dimension to the job categories
existing within the drafting function. The
drawings produced to describe a mechanical part
are significally different from those describing
an electrical circuit. While many subclasses un-
doubtedly exist, the major categories of drafting
specialty identified are electrical, electronic,
mechanical, and structural.



Within the framework of this study, it was not
possible to obtain any estimates as to either the
number of draftsmen currently employed by field
of specialization or the probable distribution of
workload among the various areas. However,
technological trends within product types are
causing a shift away from mechanical toward
electromechanical and electronic design and
drafting.

Present Supply. Maintaining an adequate
supply of draftsmen is not considered a serious
problem nationally. Some difficulties are en-
countered from time to time in particular loca-
tions and industries. {Ed. Note : Since research
for this study was completed, the draftsman cate-
gory has become a shortage category nationally.]
Employment service data for JanuaryJuly 1965
indicate that during this period "the demand-
supply relationships for draftsmen in the 30
major reporting areas became tighter than at any
time in the 7-year history of the survey."
However, most firms can generally fill their needs
without relaxing rigid hiring specifications.
There are, of course, wide variations among firms
in hiring patterns for draftsmen. For example,
in some cases within the same geographic area
there may be several firms with fluctuating re-
quirements for draftsmen depending upon cur-
rent contract commitments. In effect, this may
create a local labor pool and shortages develop
only if all of the firms need to staff up for major
contracts at the same time.

Other firms in situations with more consistent
workloads may rarely need to hire experienced
senior personnel because they can depend upon
internal promotions to fill vacancies that develop.
Hiring difficulties are encountered only in the
rare instances when upper level people are
needed. Because the draftsman contributes more
than the mere ability to place lines on paper, the
higher up on the scale the draftsman is, the more
significant the differences in specialization and
industry become. Frequently, only draftsmen
with experience in the same industry and the

1 The Current Employment Market for Engineers,
Scientists and Technicians (Washington: U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Octo-
ber 1965), p. 1.

same specialization are able to satisfy the em-
ployer's needs.

Training. The trend in the last 10 years
toward education for draftsmen in post-high
school technical schools or junior colleges has had
a substantial impact. Now many firms rarely
hire people with just a high school background
and in many others the percentage of those sired
with only a high school diploma has dropped.
Where educational institutions are supplying
draftsmen equipped to perform the employer's
work almost immediately, the number and extent
of company internal training programs have been
reduced.

This reduction in internal training programs,
however, is not universal because of the increased
specialization required in some industries and for
some products. One firm reported it found the
same amount of internal training was required
for high school graduates and those with more
advanced education. This led the firm to re-
duce its minimum hiring requirements from 2
years of college to a high school diploma.

In the past, the schools have been slow to keep
up with changes in industry practices. However,
the pattern is changing. In some geographic
areas the schools are now quite responsive to in-
dustry needs and are supplying highly qualified
people. As in many other fields, each side of the
broad-versus-the-specialized-drafting curriculum
question has staunch supporters.

Engineers

In contrast to the draftsmen, the engineering
categories are extremely heterogeneous and the
functions which engineers perform are much
more diversified within the broad design
boundaries.

Draftsmen do have a variation in subject mat-
ter specialty, but there is the unifying theme of
the "man-on-the-board" running constantly
throughout their occupation. In contrast to this,
it was not possible to find a more definitive theme
for engineers in design/drafting than "the par-
ticipation in the creation of total product specifi-
cation through the application of engineering
principles and practices."
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The industry and product variations are much
more significant in determining engineering man-
power requirements and structure. In combi-
nation with the primary field distinctions such as
mechanical, civil, or electronic engineering these
industry-product variations result in literally
thousands of jobs which differ in actual content.

Within the scope of this study, no attempt was
made to deal in detail with individual categories
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of engineering, but rather to seek information on
what kinds of changes in engineering require-
ments might be attributed directly to technologi-
cal changes in the methods of design/drafting.
This is, of course, but one facet of the techno-
logical changes affecting engineering, because it
does not encompass the effects of changes in the
products and the technologies the iaelves
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Technological Change

The major technological changes expected to
affect the design/drafting process in the next 10
years are related to the use of the electronic com-
puter. The computer is not new to the design
process; engineering computations were among
the first applications of the computer in the early
1950's. With the recent additions of time-shared
systems and graphic data processing, however,
the scope of the applications can be expanded
considerably. The drafting area which pre-
viously had beer, almost untouched by techno-
logical change is beginning to feel its effects.

Since the primary concern of this study is in
translating the effects of technological changes
into meaningful manpower terms, only those de-
velopments with potential manpower significance
are considered. With this peculiar perspective,
some developments which are considered signifi-
cant technological breakthroughs are relegated to
a minor place while others, which are insignifi-
cant technically assume a major importance.
The scope of the study is also narrowed to include
only those currently known developments which
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will affect the core of the design/drafting proc-
ess. Developments, such as photogrammetry,
which are related to specific types of design are
not even considered.

Reasons for Introducing Change

In sharp contrast to the situation in many other
segments of industry, in most cases technological
change is not introduced to the deCign /drafting
function to reduce labor costs. Reduction of
and changes in manpower requirements can cer-
tainly result, but this is usually a peripheral
effect.

A major reason for introducing technological
change into design/drafting is a hoped-for reduc-
tion in leadtime. Time after time, experts in the
design/drafting field cite this as the cause for the
high levels of interest and activity in changing
present methods. If an automobile manufac-
turer can reduce the time from the conception
of a new model to its production, this can be
worth many millions of dollars in this highly corn-
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petitive industry. If an aerospace corporation
can offer an earlier completion date than its com-
petitors on a major bid, this can be the deciding
factor in the award of the contract. In addition
to any immediate competitive advantage, the in-
creased flexibility brought about by decreased
leadtime has widespread ramifications.

Interwoven with the reduction of leadtime is,
of course, the requirement to produce the most
advanced product at the least cost. This includes
such specific aims as improving the communica-
tion of design information; decreasing the num-
ber of design changes ; reducing the number of
errors; allowing more investigation of alternative
design possibilities; and improving the interaction
between design and manufacturing.

It is important to understand the forces behind
the introduction of change. First, because of the
variety of applications for which the equipment
is used, identical or even similar manpower
changes do not necessarily result from the instal-
lation of identical items of equipment. To ana-
lyze these primarily indirect manpower changes,
it is necessary to identify and follow the patterns
of change which are developing within the de-
sign/drafting process itself rather than to focus
on the amount of equipment which is being in-
stalled. Second, expected results from computer-
based applications are expressed in such terms as
days saved, or changes eliminated. Even for
those intimately involved in the design/drafting
process, it is difficult to translate these results into
quantitative manpower equivalents.

Factors Controlling Change

The interaction of three controlling factors
will determine the rate and direction of techno-
logical change in design/drafting. The first of
these factors is the equipmentthe basic hard-
ware tools for implementing the change. In this
category are the computers, the automatic draft-
ing machines and the microfilm recorders. The
second includes the methods for using this equip-
ment. In this category are the techniques of
systems analysis, the computer programs or soft-
ware developmentsthe intellectual tools for im-
plementing the change. And the third is the
design /drafting process itself from concept stage
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through to the boundary with manufacturing
the field against which the combination of hard-
ware and intellectual tools is to be applied. The
interaction of these three elements determines
the rate and direction of changes in design/draft-
ing and each evolves in relation to the other two.

The relative importance of each of these three
factors in a particular situation depends upon
the specific objectives of the user. For example,
if the desired result in one instance is to improve
the operation of a particular segment of the de-
sign process, then the user's first question is, "Is
there equipment presently available with capabil-
ities which can assist in solving this problem at
a feasible cost?" If the answer is "yes," then the
next questions is : "Are the systems techniques
and software tools needed to implement this
change available, or can they be developed at a
cost which will permit us to solve this problem
more efficiently?"

If in another situation the desired result is to
utilize available time on an existing computer
system, then this user's first (of stion is : "Given
that this type of equipment is available with these
capabilities at this cost, to what scope of the
design/drafting process can this equipment be
profitably applied?" Followed by : "Are the in-
tellectual tools available, or can they be devel-
oped at a cost which will permit implementing
this segment of the process now?"

Because of the close interdependence of these
three factors, an analysis of the evolution of tech-
nological change in design/drafting must relate
technical advances within one factor to the cur-
rent status of development in the other two.
The integrated status of the three factors then
determines the technological "state of the art."
Which of the three is the limiting factor may vary
from one stage of total development to the next.

Equipment Developments

The equipment described in this section per-
forms three major functionscomputation and
data processing, graphics communication, and
reproduction. In some cases, the same item of
equipment may combine more than one of these
functions. In some instances an item of equip-
ment may be capable of operating independently,



in others it must perform as part of a larger
equipment system.

General Purpose Computer

The general purpose electronic computer is
the most important development and the major
catalyst to significant technological changes in
the design/drafting function. With but a few
exceptions, it is an integral part of all recent
changes in methods. It is considered an essen-
tial in formulating plans for changes to come.

Standard computers of all sizes and costs are
currently used in a wide range of applications
within the design/drafting area. Small desk-
size machines are used by individual engineers as
big slide rules. Large room-sized machines are
used to simulate the product performance.
Thousands of computers are presently being used
to aid in design throughout industry and Gov-
ernment. The present trends toward constantly
increasing the capabilities of these machines
without raising the cost is expected to continue.

Two central computer system developments
have particular significance to this study. The
first is the storage capacity of the system. How
many digits or characters of information can be
stored within the system so that the computer
can locate a specific item of information rapidly
whenever it is required in pzocessing? What
does this cost per item of information? The
general trend has been toward substantially in-
creasing the storage capacity while at the same
time lowering the cost per character. A continu-
ation of this trend is likely, with big jumps being
made from time to time.

The second development is the one popularly
known as the time-shared system. In tradi-
tional computer installations, all the instructions
necessary to process a given job are detailed in
advance by the programer. When the data are
available, they are fed to the computer and it
carries out the instructions using the data. One
job is processed completely before the next is
begun.

Under the time-shared concept several things
change. The man with the problem is permitted
to communicate directly with the machine
through a console. If his problem is not well

enough defined so that a program can be written
in advance, he can work it out using the assist-
ance of a large powerful computer as he goes
along. Since it would not be economically feasi-
ble to restrict a large computer to the speed of
one man, the computer must be able to service
more than one man at a time and to use its free
time to process other jobs. While in actuality
the computer is doing only one thing at a time
and rotating among the various problems, be-
cause of its tremendous speed it appears to the
users that many jobs are being performed
simultaneously.

At the present time more than a dozen time-
shared systems are in operation. These are pri-
marily classed as experimental and are using
modified conventional computers. The major
computer manufacturers have announced and
are now delivering new models which are specifi-
cally designed for time-shared operation.

The major problems to be solved in imple-
menting systems of this type are not hardware
but software and systems technique problems.
Expert opinion varies as to the time and cost in-
volved in meeting these problems, but there is
general agreement that the development of the
time-sharing concept is central to any evaluation
of technological change in design and drafting.

Equipment to Reproduce and Store Drawings

One of the few major developments taking
place almost completely independent of the com-
puter is the change in the methods of repro-
ducing and storing drawings. Developments,
particularly in microfilming and reproduction
techniques, such as xerography, have led to
equipment which can accurately record the con-
tents of drawings, store them in a convenient and
very compact form, assist in referencing the
drawings, and produce quick and accurate copies
to required size.

Most of the organizations interviewed have
already implemented systems of this type for their
drawing files. These developments are itemized
separately here because, although they are al-
ready widely diffused, they form a necessary
backdrop for some of the later topics.
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MAN-MACHINE CONSOLE: An engineer uses a CRT display and light pen in designing an electronic
circuit.

Equipment to Produce Drawings

Although the equipment described above can
copy drawings, it causes no changes in the initial
production of the drawings. The equipment
described later actually assists in the initial prep-
aration of the drawings. Some operate as in-
dependent units, while others depend upon a
prior computer operation. Some can produce
many kinds of drawing, while others are more
limited in their capabilities.

Numerically Controlled Machines. The basic
numerically controlled drafting machine consists
of a drafting table with a turret mechanism which
can be automatically positioned with high pre-
cision anywhere over the table. Mounted on this
are the drawing instruments and in some cases
a separate print wheel for alphabetic informa-
tion. The types of drawing instruments may in-
clude pens, styli, and in some cases a photo-
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graphic device to expose film. On some models
multiple pens are mounted so that drawings can
be done in various colors. The printing capa-
bilities also vary. Some models offer more than
one type style while others do not include a sep-
arate printer; alphabetic and numeric (alpha-
numeric) information is drawn with the pen.

A unit separate from the drafting table inter-
prets the instructions and controls the drawing
and printing of the proper lines and characters.
The devices can work at tolerances measured in
thousandths of an inch and at speeds of several
hundred inches per minute. Complex engineer-
ing drawings can be produced in less than 20
minutes.

The instructions to this equipment can be pro-
vided directly from a computer or from a tape
which has been prepared by the computer in
advance. Taped instructions are normally used
because of the time disparity between the elec-
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AUTOMATIC DRAFTING MACHINE: Precision drawings are prepared using information from
tape or from a computer directly.

tronic speed of the computer and the mechanical
speed of the drafting machine.

Although a small number of these drafting
machines are installed today, the majority are in
experimental, rather than production use. The
limitations on use at this time stem from broader
systems problems rather than from hardware
characteristics.

The plotting machines are quite similar in
concept and operation to the drafting machines.
The differences are primarily in the degree of
accuracy and the quality of the drawings that
can be produced. These simpler plotters are
more widely used today than the drafting ma-
chines and are currently producing a variety of
less complex, nonprecision drawings.

Although improvements certainly will con-
tinue to be made in this equipment over time,
the rate of its use will depend on the solution
of application, system, and software problems
and not on hardware breakthroughs.

Cathode Ray Tube Recorders. Cathode ray
tube recorders serve a purpose similar to that of
the automatic drafting machines but operate
from a completely different premise. The heart

of these devices is a televisionlike cathode ray
tube (CRT) . The recorders interpret instruc-
tions and, in effect, assemble the required picture
on the face of the CRT. When a complete pic-
ture is present, the image is recorded on micro-
film. This equipment could, of course, be used
as a printer for alpha-numeric information or for
simple plotting as well as for drafting. Since
the CRT is electronic, the speed at which the
picture is assembled is measured in microseconds.
Therefore, an entire drawing can be displayed
in seconds compared to 15 minutes to an hour
when the drafting machine is used.

These devices can also be operated directly
from. the computer or from magnetic tape. Be-

cause the speeds are more commensurate with
computer speeds, there will be more instances
where the on-line mode will be used. However,
the main use at this time is off-line from tape.

A few devices of this type are presently being
used in the design/drafting area, and several
manufacturers are offering models as standard
equipment. But as with the drafting machines,
the future use will be determined by broader
applications developments.
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Photo-Composition Devices. These devices
for producing drawings are substantially differ-
ent from those discussed previously. An oper-
ator "composes" the drawing by mechanically
selecting the proper symbols from a set available
with the particular device. When the symbols
have been properly positioned on the viewing
screen they are photographed. These machines
are completely independent of a computer sys-
tem. The kinds of drawings which can be pro-
duced are determined by the symbolic set avail-
able to the operator.

Several devices of this type are commercially
available today. They are used primarily to
produce nondimensioned drawings such as elec-
trical or electronic diagrams.

Equipment to Read Drawings

The need to produce drawings automatically
is readily apparent in considering changing
methods in design/drafting. The significance
of the ability to read drawings automatically is
perhaps less obvious. However, if a computer
system with a drafting machine is to be used to
produce new drawings, it will frt ently need
to refer to information contained in already
existing drawings. It will therefore need to be
able to read these existing drawings automati-
cally into the system.

Cathode Ray Tube Scanner. The cathode
ray tube scanner is representative of the types of
equipment used to read drawings. This device
performs the reverse operation from that per-
formed by the CRT recorder equipment on out-
put. That is, it scans information contained in a
microfilm frame, and converts this information
into a form that the computer can use.

Developments in this area are slightly behind
those in the output area. However, several de-
vices of this type are in experimental operation.
Standard models are expected to be available in
about a year.

At least in the early stages, these devices will
require direct attachment to a computer so that
the power of the computer can be used to aid
in "reading" the drawings. The rr ajor tech-
nical problem remaining is to develop a tech-
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nique which enables the computer to determine
the meaning of the drawingsfor example, to
determine that four lines are, in fact, a square
and not merely four lines. The solution of this
problem will require specially developed com-
puter programs. Generalized programs of this
kind do not exist today and estimates are that
they are several years away.

Digitizing Machine. Another approach to
reading or digitizing drawings uses equipment
similar in many respects to the numerically-con-
trolled drafting machine described previously.
A finished drawing is traced ui,der manual con-
trol and the required coordinate positions are
recorded on magnetic tape, or punched on cards
or paper tape through the control unit. The
tape or cards then can be processed by a
computer.

Devices of this type are available, and some
are currently being used in connection with pre-
paring tapes for numerically controlled machine
tools.

Man-Machine Consoles

Manzpachine consoles permit the man with
the problem to communicate directly with the
computer and are an integral part of the time-
shared systems concept. If the information
which the man and machine wish to communi-
cate is all alpha-numeric, then the standard types
of typewriterlike keyboards can be used by the
man for input. Simple typewriterlike printers
can be used by the machine for output. Many
devices adequate for this purpose are available
today.

If it is necessary for the man to be able to
communicate graphically with the machine, then
a completely different set of conditions must be
met. Of the several approaches being investi-
gated, one utilizes a CRT display, a device called
a light pen, and a set of pushbuttons. The light
pen can be positioned anywhere on the face of
the display tube. By pointing or, in some cases,
drawing with the pen, the man can direct the
computer to make changes in designated parts of
the drawings on the CRT.

Because the computer's role in this man-
machine communication is determined primarily
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by the programs provided and not by the hard-
ware itself, the possibilities for extension of these
techniques are unlimited. The computer can
store, manipulate, and analyze the information
it is receiving, in addition to providing a substi-
tute for manual drawing.

All of the installations currently using this type
of equipment are classed as experimental.
Standard products in this category have been
announced and some deliveries have been made.
Once again, software considerations are expected
to be the determining factor in controlling the
rate of diffusion.

Several general observations can be made in
summarizing the hardware component. With
the exception of the standard microfilm-xerogra-
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phy equipment and the photo-composition type
drafting equipment, the hardware categories
which are expected to contribute toward major
technological changes in design /drafting opera-
tions in the next 10 years are aa components of
computer-based systems. Numerous computer
systems not requiring time-shared or graphical
input-output capabilities are now used in various
phases of design/drafting.

A few additional computer systems using
graphic output only are in production operations
today. Other systems of this type are being tested
prior to their use for production purposes.

Time-sharing and man-machine consoles are
inseparable. The present timesharing systems
are mostly experimental, but there is some limited
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ELECTRONIC COMPUTER: Computers were first used for computation in design/drafting in the
early 1950's.
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operational usage with nongraphic consoles to-
day. Graphic consoles and CRT type readers
are still several years away from general opera-
tional usage.

While system techniques and software factors
are always important to computer systems, they
are particularly significant for advanced develop-
ments such as time-shared systems, and graphic
communication equipment. The availability of
pertinent general purpose software to support
each hardware development will lag somewhat
behind the availability of equipment.

Present Applications

Many technological changes utilizing the types
of equipment just described have already been
introduced into production operations in design/
drafting processes. The majority of these appli-
cations can be classified by relating them to the
three design/drafting elements of computation,
data handling, and design logic. In addition,
there are some specialized applications which do
not lend themselves to simple classification.

The scope of the design/drafting applications
in productive operation today is limited by three
major factors : (1) The computers process each
job serially to completion and all the instructions
to process a particular problem must be written
into a program in advance; (2) machines provid-
ing quick reference to large amounts of storage
capacity for program and data are expensive;
and (3) direct graphic capabilities are not avail-
able for input.

On the software side, the user can make use
of the large reservoir of techniques and programs
developed for general data processing use. Just
emerging are the generalized programs for
handling graphic output, and special types
programing languages tailored especially for de-
sign/drafting applications.

The broadest and by far the largest use of
computer systems in design /drafting today is for
mathematical computations. This was the
earliest major use of computers in design dating
back to the mid-1950's. It undoubtedly will con-
tinue to be the largest for many years. The re-
quirements to perform computations are scat-
tered throughout the design process, but in a
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sense each one covers only a very small span out
of the continuum of design.

Design/drafting applications for routine data
processing such as maintenance of parts lists in-
formation also began in the mid-1950's and have
spread rapidly. Pure applications of this type
tend to reduce routine clerical activity and im-
prove communications within design/drafting
and with other groups such as manufacturing or
procurement, but they do not improve on the
design process itself.

Computation and data handling as inde-
pendent applications may be extended with the
advent of time-shared systems. However, the
real advantage will come from the ability to inte-
grate these areas with other parts of the design
process through the use of time-shared systems.

These two types of applications are dispersed
widely throughout many industries and many
types of product design today. The other
present operational systems to be discussed are
much more restricted in the extent of their use.

in the third major category of applications the
scope of the design process covered is extended to
include segments of the design logic. The com-
puter programs that are written tell the computer
how to follow the same logical steps an engineer
would take in producing a segment of the design.
The programs give the computer detailed instruc-
tions for making any decisions required in the
process. If computations are required in the
course of the design steps, the computer performs
them. If the engineers would consult a mate-
rials catalog in the process, then the equivalent
of the catalog is placed in the computer's storage
and the computer is told how to look up the
needed information.

Systems of this type are currently in use for
detailing circuits for complex electronic systems,
for detailing the structure of pipes needed for a
new processing plant, and for designing cams for
electromechanical equipment.

The largest group of users of this type of system
fall into the customized product category.
Within this category, the basic design remains
constant but each product produced is custom-
ized to meet the individual requirements of the
customer. Here it is frequently possible to detail
the design decisions in advance. These types of
products include motors, pumps, switchgear, gen-



erators, transformers, instruments, communica-
tions gear, and heat exchangers.

The output supplied by the computer varies
considerably among design logic applications.
In one of the transformer design cases the com-
puter supplies only alpha-numeric printouts. In
piping detailing, all the drawings needed for con-
struction are produced by the computer system.
In the electronic circuit design the computer pro-
vides the output which can go directly to a
numerically-controlled manufacturing machine
which produces the part.

These applications which combine the compu-
tation, data handling, and design logic elements
of the process do so in widely varying ways. Two
illustrations of typical applications, although in-

sufficient to show the variety of possible applica-
tions, do demonstrate the basic techniques used
and advantages to be gained from computer de-
sign systems. These cases are representative of
several categories of applications and indicate
typical manpower implications. These are
based on information from published reports and
conference papers. (See exhibits 1 and 2.)

Exhibit 1 illustrates the use of a computer sys-
tem without graphic output in the design of a
customized productin this case transformers.
Over 90 percent of the required transformer de-
signs can be handled by the new system; order
processing time has been cut by nearly 85 per-
cent; and substantial engineering time has been
saved.

EXHIBIT 1-TRANSFORMER DESIGN 1 2

Problem: An electrical equipment manufacturer pro-
uces, among other items, power and distribution
ansformers. These transformers are a customized

product; although the basic design is stable, some of
the characteristics of the product must be varied to
conform to each customer's specific requirements.

Previously, the engineers received the performance
data supplied by the customer such as the high and low
voltage requirements. Using their past experience,
standards, and previous design solutions, they either
found a previous solution to the same problem or se-
lected initial variables, performed calculations using
these variables, evaluated the results, selected new
variables, and repeated the process until an acceptable
complete design was readied. Then the necessary
documentation was prepared to submit to manu-
facturing.

Solution: To develop a computer-based system, the
steps taken by the engineers are analyzed and the com-
plete design logic is detailed. Computer programs are
written. These enable the computer to do more than
merely perform computations. By following the rules
laid down for decisionmaking and analysis, the com-
pute. is able to duplicate the total design cycle followed
by the engineer.

When the customer requirements are received, they
are edited. The information is punched into cards and
the cards are fed into a medium-sized computer with
two large storage units. The computer prints out all

1 Holstein, David, "Automated Design Engineer-
ing," Datamation, June 1964, pp. 28-34.

Sweitzer, Kenyon, "Automated Design Engineer-
ing," Data Processing for Science/Engineering, Janu-
ary/February 1964, pp. 35-39.

the documentation needed for the product including the
product characteristics, references to assembly draw-
ings, and a bill of materials which gives the part num-
ber and quantity of each mechanical part needed.

The decision to implement the computer approach
was reached approximately 3 months after the initial
study of feasibility began. The first computer trans-
former design was produced approximately 7 months
later. The system is expected to handle 90 to 95 per-
cent of the transformers; the remaining ones are special
cases which require large amounts of information not
practical to store in the computer.

The equipment used in this installation is standard
computer hardware with card input and printer output.
It should be noted that the system itself requires no
graphical capabilities. The data used by the machine
are all alpha-numeric. It is not necessary to create
the assembly drawings or parts drawings with the com-
puter system. These drawings are already in existence.
The computer merely supplies reference numbers which
identify the drawings needed in manufacturing.

Results: The new system has resulted in substantial
savings in time and cost. The computer requires ap-
proximately 30 minutes to compute and print out the
necessary electrical and mechanical information. This
has reduced the total time to process a customer order
from a minimum of 6 days to 1 day. The number of
drawings necessary for manufacture has also been re-
duced. The primary manpower effect is to reduce the
engineering man-hours required per transformer de-
sign. The engineering staff is freed from routine
mathematical work and allowed to concentrate on cre-
ative development work; at the same time the firm's
capability is increased without adding engineering
personnel.
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Exhibit 2 illustrates the use of a computer sys-
tem with graphic output to analyze the stresses
and select the proper steel beams needed for a
process plant. The computer programs include
not only computation but also the complete steps
and logical decisions necessary to arrive at a solu-
tion to the total problem. To satisfy the data-
handling requirements, the computer has access
to the equivalent of the standard steel beam
catalog.

The use of these programs in plant design has
reduced the time for this phase of the design for
a small building from 3 or 4 days to 25 minutes.
Although some drawings are produced automati-
cally, the major effect is a reduction in engineer-
ing man-hours.

Considering the total number of products and
structures designed in the United States, the pres-
ent day list of examples of design logic applica-
tions is exceedingly small. These present appli-
cations have four factors in common: (1) A cleat
cut design logic, (2) a limited number of design

EXHIBIT 2 PROCESS

Problem: An analysis of the stresses which must be
borne by the beams in the building is a problem that
must be handled in designing a process plant. The
loads which must be considered can result from such
forces as winds or earthquakes as well as normal gravity
loads. When the stresses have been determined, the
proper members must be selected from a catalog of
standard steel beams and erection diagrams must be
prepared. This problem is faced by an engineering
firm extensively involved in design and construction of
process plants.

Solution: The input data to the computer systems
consist of the number of bays in the north and east
direction, the number of floors and the dimensions be-
tween the bays and floors. The computer generates
member records for all members within the above de-
scribed grid system. Additional members, such as floor
framing may be added. Members may also be moved
from the grid locations or may be removed. Next the
loads to be applied to each bay are supplied. The com-
puter distributes these loads to the members located
within the bay. Unit loads for the various loading con-
ditions are computed, the maximums are sought and
recorded in the member record. The computer then

Bathrust, L. L., "Automated Building Design,"
SHARE Design Automation Workshop, Atlantic City,
N.J., June 1965.
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variables, (3) an acceptable nongraphic repre-
sentation for input data, and (4) a requirement
for repeated use of the design programs. Each
of these factors tends to limit the number of users
who can utilize computer design methods today.

In each of the present applications, the steps
in the design were sufficiently well known so that
programs telling the computer exactly how to
proceed could be written in advance. In many
other situations, the design logic is much less
clear cut and, although it might be possible
through an extensive analysis to establish the
detailed steps, the cost would be prohibitive. In
still other instances, the engineers or designers
are supplying creative elements and it is not pos-
sible to write computer programs to duplicate
this creative activity.

Where major segments of the design logic can-
not be detailed in advance, the man-machine
interaction of the time-shared system will offer
an alternative solution; the man will be able to
work in conjunction with the machine to guide

PLANT DESIGN 3

searches a steel shape catalog to locate the most eco-
nomical shape in accordance with code requirements.
Information about the selected beams is printed out.
Erection diagrams may be plotted with an XY plotter.
These drawings require additional work before they can
be considered finished drawings.

A small computer with two disc-type storage units is
used. In addition to the standard card input and
printer output, an XY plotter is also needed for
output.

Results: With the computer system, the time from
the geometric conception to the listing of selected mem-
bers has decreased substantially. For a small building,
stress analysis and beam selection which used to take
3 or 4 days of an engineer's time now take roughly 25
minutes with the computer system. Errors from com-
munication failures among people have been reduced
with the tightening up of communication lines. Better
documentation of the project also results, since the
methods used by the computer program are always
consistent and provide detailed historical records. The
major overall result is to permit the construction of
the building to commence at an earlier date.

The use of the computer reduces the engineering
man-hours required for this phase of the design. Some
of the required drawings are also created directly
from the information stored within the computer.
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it through the process.
In presently operating computer design sys-

tems the variables in the design are relatively
small in number and the amount of information
of the catalog type which must be available to
the computer is slight. However, in many de-
sign areas vast amounts of data must be avail-
able at points in the design. Applications of
this kind will probably have to wait for expanded
storage capabilities at a lower cost and/or for the
time-shared system capability to permit the man
to continue to supply some of this information.

In all of the present installations, the original
data supplied to the computer to use in the
specific design work can be conveniently and
economically expressed alpha-numerically in
nongraphic form; none of these applications in-
corporates complex mechanical parts design into
the work being done by the computer. Until
graphics input equipment and software are avail-
able, it is doubtful whether much progress can
be made in the design of mechanical parts on a
broad scale.

All of the present users can make repeated use
of the design programs. The electrical genera-
tor design system is used every time a customer
orders a new machine. The electronic circuit

programs are used many times for various cir-
cuits going into one final system product. For
many types of product lines, most particularly
standard mass-produced consumer products, the
present computer development and operating
costs far outweigh the usefulness of the end re-
sult. It is probable that the design process of
these simple off-the-shelf types of products will
be affected least by technological change within
the next 10 years and for a considerable period
thereafter.

In addition, to the three major and relatively
common applications in computation, data-
handling, and design logic many specialized uses
of computers are present within the design/
drafting process. Although these uses will af-
fect manpower requirements to some extent, their
diversity and special purpose nature make it
difficult to determine their impact and to evalu-
ate their general applicability.

One of the more extensive specialized applica-
tions is described in exhibit 3., This example
illustrates the problems associated with handling
large amounts of graphic material without the
availability of graphic input devices and also the
extent of the software developments which can
be required in a design/drafting application.

EXHIBIT 3DETAIL DRAFTING 4

Problem: A large aerospace company involved in
complex prototype design must produce tens of thou-
sands of detail drawings a year for electrical, mechani-
cal, electronic and structural components. Because of
the highly sophisticated nature of the product and the
rapid changes in technology taking place within the
product area itself, enormous numbers of changes must
be made in these drawings These changes continue on
through the life of the product. In addition to keep-
ing the drawings themselves up to date, there is a
tremendous communication and control problem.

Solution: The layout drawings are prepared in the
conventional manner. Then, rather than preparing
detail drawings as before, the draftsman uses a special
drafting language to describe in symbolic form the
data which would normally appear on a detail drawing.
The draftsman not only translates the lines and the
geometry of the drawing into symbols, he also per-

Harris, H. R., and Smith, 0. D., "AutodraftA
Language and Processor for Design and Drafting,"
SHARE Design Automation Workshop, Atlantic City,
N.J., June 1965.

forms his normal tasks of checking standards and add-
ing information about items such as weights to the
geometry. This information is also coded through the
drafting language.

The coded information is read into a computer which
stores the description of the drawing into the equivalent
of a precision drawing file. These "drawings" then
are available at any time to be drawn through the use
of an automatic drafting machine or its equivalent.

When changes must be made in drawings existing in
the computer file, the drafting symbolic language is
used to indicate those segments of the drawing which
should be changed. When these data are fed to the
computer, it can make the required changes and pro-
duce a current drawing through the drafting machine.
A complete history of the changes and the parts list
information is also maintained by the computer.

This project is a joint development of the aerospace
company and the computer manufacturer. The initial
systems study required 6 months. During this time
the specifications and a trial drafting language were
developed. The systems development phase required
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18 months. During this time the language was tested
and revised and the computer programs were prepared.

This system requires special computer programs to
handle the symbolic drafting language and to provide
instructions for a variety of graphic output devices.

The systems development stage of this project has
been completed and the applications development
stage has begun. All types of draftsmenelectrical,
mechanical, electronic, and structuralare being
taught the language to begin implementing the sys-
tem on a limited basis.

The equipment presently being' used on this project
includes a large computer and a cathode ray tube
printer for the drawings. The alternative output
device is a numerically-controlled drafting machine.
However, one of the prime considerations in develop-
ing the system was to make it flexible so that it can be
expanded or modified easily in the future to accom-
modate different hardware components as they become
available.

Result: In contrast to the earlier examples, this sys-
tem is primarily concerned with the drafting as opposed
to design stage. It does not attempt to abolish the
requirements for drawings or even to reduce the num-
ber of drawings needed per se. The objectives are to
exercise more efficient control over the release of engi-
neering drawings and +f, improve the communication of
the detailed informat....,n.

The value of the computer approach stems not from
the ability to replace the draftsmen as a producer of
drawings but from the ability to coordinate and main-
tain large amounts of information and to cross reference
and update this information efficiently.

In this application, the draftsmen must still go
through the same process of planning and decision mak-
ing but the method he uses to express his results has
changed. Instead of placing the results on paper
through drawings supported by alpha-numeric, and

symbolic notations, he produces a coded description of
these results.

This particular application of a computer system will
probably be useful only for large firms designing compli-
cated products with high rates of change to the draw-
ing and therefore with severe communication and con-
trol problems. However, it does illustrate several
important general factors. First, if the actual parts
drawings used by manufacturing are to be prepared
automatically by drafting or comparable equipment,
then the instructions to these machines from the com-
puter must be in numeric form. In this case this was
done by having the draftsmen prepare the instructions
in a special language. Then the computer translates
this language into the form required by the graphics
equipment.

In general, the data needed to prepare drawings must
be able to be stored by the computer. This implies that
the computer either must have sufficient storage to per-
mit it to retain all pertinent drawing information within
the system or must be able either to regenerate the in-
formation easily or to read it back as needed from a
convenient source outside the machine.

In this application, the existing man-oriented pro-
graming languages were not suitable and it was neces-
sary to develop a new language. (The drafting lan-
guage was not totally new since it was based to some ex-
tent on the APT language used for programing for
numerically controlled machine tools.) When new lan-
guage developments are needed, this adds substantial
development time and cost. New language develop-
ments may be deemed necessary either because standard
languages are considered inadequate for the job or be-
cause it is felt that the language must be compatible with
the user's normal methods of solving his problems.
Once a user oriented language has been developed, the
language can be used by others if the originating orga-
nization permits the use of its translation program.

This system, which is still in the final stages of
test, is used to produce, control and maintain the
detail drawings required for aerospace systems.
It does not affect the design process as do the
examples in exhibits 1 and 2. The engineers
and draftsman still make all the decisions re-
quired in determining the content of the draw-
ings; the computer system merely produces the
drawings. Applications of this type are prac-
tical only for firms with extremely large volumes
of detail drawings and with high rates of change.

Experimental Systems

In addition to present operational systems, sev-
eral classes of experimental systems are in use
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today. While their purpose and activities are
quite diverse, the results of these experimental
projects will largely determine the operational
developments in design/drafting to 1975.

The identification of present operational sys-
tems is quite clear cut. They are those systems
actually doing produi.tfve work as a part of nor-
ulal operations. Then it can be said that all
other systems are experimental. However, many
degrees are present within experimental systems.
Some are experimental only because they are not
yet ready for operational use. They are being
developed using standard hardware and existing
software applied to a real operational scope and
as soon as the application programs are written
and tested, the system will he converted to opera-



tional use. Others, such as the system described
in exhibit 3, are being developed directly for
operational use but the development phase as-
sumes the construction of major new software
tools or the arrival of standard but new equip-
ment which has been announced but not yet
delivered.

In addition to the are experimental systems
used in research projects. These systems are not
being developed for direct implementation in an
actual operating situation. They are focused,
rather, on developing better approaches to solv-
ing actual operating problems. When these
techniques reach maturity, they lead to imple-
mentation of more advanced operational systems.

These experimental projects vary tremen-
dously. One of the many reasons stems from
their relationshin to the three factors of hard
ware, software, and applications scope. Some
of these projects start from an identification of a
particular application scope and are focused on
developing th( needed software and perhaps even
hardware to permit feasible use within this scope.
Others may start with the present hardware and
work toward developing generalized software

which can extend the application scope to which
this hardware can be applied economically.

Among the vast array of present experimental
systems, two technological areas are particularly
pertinent to the expansion of the application
scope in design/drafting in the next 10 years.
These are time-sharing and graphics communica-
tion.

Major projects combining both of these tech-
nological areas are underway in industry today
in the aerospace and automobile industries in
addition to the data processing industry itself.
Considerable activity is also underway in uni-
versities and research organizations. Among this
latter group, the moat comprehensive projects are
the time-sharing and computer aided design proj-
ects at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
which arc sponsored by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense
and the Manufacturing Technology Laboratory
of the Department of the Air Force.

A major time-shared, graphics communica-
tion project underway in the automobile industry
is described in exhibit 4. This system is using a
conventional computer programed to operate as

Iii HIM' 4MAN-MACHINE GRAPHICS COMMUNICATION 5 4

In the late 1950's a major automobile manufac-
turer initiated a research project to investigate the
potential role of computers in the graphical phase
of design. The initial goals were to develop a com-
bination of hardware and software techniques which
would permit man-machine interaction for graphical
communications and provide ewe of use for experi-
mentation. A system meeting these objectives has
been in operation sines early 1963. A large com-
puter with large storage devices, an image processor
and a graphic console are the major items of equip-
ment. The graphics equipment was developed by a
computer manufacturer to the specifications of the
automotive firm.

The image processor is both an input and an output
device. It can photograph drawings and in 30 cec-

" Design Augmented By Computers," Search, Octo-
ber 1964.

6 Jacks, Edwin L., "A Laboratory for the Study of
Graphical Man-Machine Communication," Proceed-
inggFall Joint Computer Conference (San Francisco:
Spartan Books Inc., October 1964), pp. 343-350.

ondo have the film ready for scanning by a cathode
ray tube under computer control. Data can be sent
from the computer to another cathode ray tube to be
recorded on 35-mm. film. The graphic consols per-
mit direct graphic man-machine communication
through the use of a display tube and a pooition-indi-
eating pencil. After touching the pencil to a portion
of the dioplay, a man may instruct the computer to
take action concerning this portion of the picture.
The console also contains a, keyboard, card reader, con-
trol keys and message lights to use in instructing the
computer.

In wing the system, the designer writes out state-
ments describing a section of his total problem in a
specially developed deoeriptive language. The state-
ments are entered into computer storage. From the
console, the designer tells the computer to carry out
the instructions and normally to dioplay the results.
To aoo1ot in his analysis of the dioplay the designer
can request the computer to enlarge portions of the
drawing or to dioplay a view from another ;angle or
perspective. If the solution is not oatisfactori, he may
make changes, such as adding or deleting line°, chang-
ing values in his statements or modify the oti. emento,
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If major changes in his problem solution are needed,
he may resubmit an alternative approach to the com-
puter at a later time. When the display is acceptable,
the designer instructs the computer to produce a copy
of the drawing. If the statements used by the de-
signer contribute toward the solution of a recurring
problem, then these statements can be added to a
library of programs maintained within the computer.
This library continues to grow and programs from it
can be used by any of the designers.

In addition to the pr grams produced by the de-

signers using the descrir.tive geometry language, others

are necessary, for example, to direct the computer
hardware and to provide the translation from the
descriptive geometry language to the computer lan-
guage. In all more than three-quarters of a million

operating instructions have been written by the com-
puter programers.

One group of programs was developed to solve the
basic problem caused by the different time cxales in
which the man and the computer operate within the
man-machine partnership. The system is programed
so that the computer can perform completely un-
related work until another request is made from the
console. It is estimated that about 6 minutes of com-
puter time are used for every hour of console time.

Because this is a constantly evolving laboratory proj-
ect, the exact form that the system will take when it
becomes feasible for production use is not yet known.
Many man years of effort have gone into this project.
The people involved have included many automotive
designers, as well as computer hardware and software
specialists.

a time-shared system and specially developed
graphics equipment including a man-machine
console. Automotive designers and computer
specialists are working with this laboratory proj-
ect to develop methods for using systems of this
type in the design of automobile bodies.

In addition to the projects combining both
time-sharing and graphics communication, many
projects are directed toward development of the
time-shared concept. This concept for computer
use has ramifications far transcending design/
drafting. Much of the technique and software
developments from these time-sharing projects
will be applicable to design/drafting applications
as a subclass within the total applications area.

The experimental projects in time-sharing and
graphics communication have one common pur-
pose : To permit the development of operational
systems where the man supplies those elements
in which he is strongestimagination, creativity,
and judgmentand the machine amplifies the
man's abilities by supplying computational power,
and speed and accuracy in carrying out routine
repetitive tasks.

Future Operational Systems

The most significant future operational sys-
tems in design/drafting will be based on the two
important concepts of man-machine interaction
and direct graphical communication. With the
addition of these concepts, it is possible to visu-
alize a total systems approach to the design/draft-
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ing function beginning at the design concept stage
and carrying through to the creation of the docu-
mentation for manufacturing, or where appro-
priate, of the tapes needed to run numerically
controlled production equipment.

Selection of the equipment needed and desired
for such a system can vary widely without exceed-
ing the capabilities of existing and proposed
equipment. Software and systems development
projects already underway can technically re-
move any barriers to utilizing the equipment for
greatly expanded segments of the total design/
drafting process.

Thus systems can be designed which use the
computer as a coordination center for the design
process from product concept to manufacturing.
While the details and exact nature of such a de-
sign process are not now known, the general out-
lines and trends seem well accepted.

The technical feasibility of such systems has
been established, although considerable develop-
ment work remains to be done. Determination
of when the first systems will be introduced into
design/drafting operations and who will be the
first users depends upon an analysis of the costs
involved and the ease with which these systems
can be integrated into existing organizations.

Three major elements are involved in deter-
mining the cost of a proposed system : The cost
of the equipment and personnel to operate and
maintain the new system after it is in full opera-
tion; the cost to design the new system including
analysis and programing; and the cost incurred
in converting from the old to the new method.



Indirect as well as direct costs are implied here.
For example, a 3-week reduction in leadtime
might be assessed as permitting a 2-percent in-
crease in sales.

While the equipment costs are relatively fixed
over time, the development costs to a firm can
vary tremendously depending upon how much
the previous work of others can be utilized both
in defining the approach and characteristics of
the solution and in providing actual software
tools to be used in implementing the solution.

ecause the use of time-shared systems, man-
machine interaction, and graphics communica-
tions is still in the early pioneering stage, most
experts believe initial development costs for the
first systems will run high.

Integration of total systems of this type into
existing organizations is difficult and complex.
As one man expressed it, "a system like this is
not something which is developed and tested by
the boys in the back room to be rolled out and
plugged in some Monday morning." The im-
pact of this type of system is not confined solely
to the design/drafting part of the organization.
It has a decided effect directly or indirectly upon
the methods of operation in all phases of the
business from manufacturing and research to
procurement and marketing. The nature of this
impact can range from as small an item as the
requirement to change the layout of the engi-
neering change order forms to as large an
item as a major restructuring of the relationships
between engineering and manufacturing.

Therefore, agreement is general that the path
to a system of this type within a firm will have to
be evolutionary not only with respect to the
development of the system but also with respect
to its implementation.

Two addenda to this position are worth noting.
First, the rate at which the organization can
adapt to change is a function of how used to
change it is. Second, the extent of top manage-
ment's commitment to the program largely de-
termines the degree of difficulty in overcoming
resistance to change.

Initial users of these systems will be large well-
financed firms with complex and expensive de-
sign processes for sophisticated products. They
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will be firms which can afford and profit from
expenditures on development running into the
millions of dollars. They will be firms which
can justify the installation of large-scale time-
shared systems within their own organizations.
They will be firms which have a history of wide-
spread use of large-scale computes in both en-
gineering and data processing and already are
utilizing computers extensively in both operations
and experimental projects relating to the design/
drafting function.

There is presently little agreement about the
type of firms that will adopt such systems after
the first few large firms. This undoubtedly re-
sults partly from the increased distance into the
future of the projections. However, the main
cause appears to be the explosion in the number
of assumptions which must be made and the
number of variables which must be considered
in determining the users after the first group.

For example, consider one of many possible
categories remaining after the initial large firms:
Smaller firms with design/drafting problems
which require the capabilities of man-machine
interaction and graphics communication but
cannot support a time-shared system or under-
write the total development costs. Estimating
how much time will elapse before these firms may
be able to implement comparable systems raises
a wide range of subsidiary assessments. How
much of the software development for the first
systems will be generalized so that it can be uti-
lized by the smaller firms? Is the nature of
these developments such that they will be made
available or will they be considered proprietary
by the original developers? Will time-shared
systems be available on a service-bureau basis so
that the using organization has only input-output
equipment in his facility and rents the computer
time on an "as-used" basis? Will these service
bureaus provide generalized software or only
hardware? Or will time-shared systems drop in
price to the point where the smaller firm can
have its own?

It is not possible to answer these and similar
specific questions with any degree of confidence
at this early stage in the development of total
design systems. However, it does seem clear
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that once it begins, the trend toward adoption
of systems of this type will continue until all
design/drafting processes are affected.

Rate of Introduction and
Diffusion to 1975

The rate of introduction and the diffusion of
technological changes in design/drafting to 1975
can be discussed under two separate headings.
The first deals with the probable status of the
leading edge of advanced r .chnology, i.e., the
operational status of the most advanced types
of man-machine, time-shared, graphic commu-
nication systems encompassing a broad applica-
tion scope in the design/drafting process.

The second heading excludes these advance
systems and deals with the probable status of all
other technological changes in design/drafting.

Time.Shared Graphics System

Estimates of when man-machine time-shared
graphic communications systems will be in opera-
tional use to develop the data to produce draw-
ings or numerical control tapes for manufacturing
range from 5 to 20 years; operation within 10
years seems to be most generally accepted.

The 5-year estimates are predicated on the
development of generalized software for inter-
preting graphic input in 2 years, plus an addi-
tional 3 years for application development com-
pletion and conversion. Those who estimate
more than 10 years emphasize development costs
arid the difficulties of integrating such systems
into existing operations and organizations rather
than any technical limitations.

Stemming from these differences on the time
of implementation of the first systems are similar
differences on the extent and rate of diffusion
within 10 years. Those authorities with the
earliest expectations for the first systems antici-
pate a faster rate of dispersion as well. The
number of these systems expected to be in opera-
tion in 10 years ranges, accordingly, from 0 to
over 100.

Many of those who expect early use of these
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systems also expect the early appearance of serv-
ice bureaus which will make the capabilities of
these systems available on a part-time basis to a
variety of organizations. They therefore ex-
pect that the number of organizations using these
systems will exceed the number of systems
installed.

Firms installing these systems in the next 10
years are expected to be large or, as indicated
above, organizations serving multiple users.
Many experts believe that this first group will be
widely scattered with respect to industry classifi-
cations. The only industries consistently men-
tioned by both their own representatives and
others as likely to be among the first system in-
stallers are the aerospace industry and the com-
puter industry itself. It is also expected that
establishments in the engineering services indus-
try will be among early users of service bureau
type systems.

Because for large firms the path to installing
these systems must be evolutionary, the first users
wi also be active in expanding their use of con-
ventional computer systems during the next 10
years. These users, therefore, come under the
second as well as the first heading.

Other Technological Changes

Excluding time-shared graphics systems, the
types of applications in design/drafting in 1975
will be quite similar to what they are today.
And, as is the case today, the advanced applica-
tions which will have the greatest elects will be
found in a large number of diverse industries.
For example, applications in electronic systems
design will continue to advance but these systems
are found in many industries: Computers and
office equipment, aircraft manufacture, com-
munications equipment, and engineering services.
Similarly, the customized product group which
will continue to make extensive use of these sys-
tems includes parts of instruments, electrical
equipment, and nonelectrical machinery. Ad-
vances also will continue to be made more quickly
in electrical as opposed to mechanical design
areas, but segments of each of these are found in
many of the same industries.

Conclusions relating to future applications of



technological changes cannot, therefore, be syn-
thesized into a unified framework of industry
classifications but hopefully can serve as guides to
evaluate future trends.

Although the expected extent of application
varies from one segment to the next within any
single industry, the industries active in introduc-
ing technological changes into design/drafting
today are expected to continue in the forefront
to 1975. Within manufacturing, these industries
are electrical equipment, nonelectrical ma-
chinery, transportation equipment, ordnance,
petroleum refining, chemicals, primary metals,
fabricated metals, and instruments. Outside of
manufacturing, significant activity is found in
contract construction and engineering services.

Within these industries activity in some smaller
segments is particularly strong. These industry
segments include distribution equipment, indus-
trial apparatus, communications equipment, en-
gines and turbines, computing equipment, motor
vehicles, aircraft, and guided missles and space
vehicles.

In all industries, size of firm is an important
factor in determining the rate of introduction of
computer-based systems in design/drafting.
The proportion of small firms utilizing computer-
based systems in design/drafting has been very
small. While this proportion may increase
somewhat in the next 10 years, small firms will
continue to lag behind larger firms in introduc-
ing major technological changes into the design/
drafting process.

The number of systems in each of the four
categories of design/drafting applications
computation, data handling, design logic, and
specialized applicationswill continue to ex-
pand over the next 10 years.

Specialized applications are most likely to de-
velop in large firms with sophisticated products
such as aerospace systems. The extreme com-
plexity of the problems makes it possible to justify
the development of highly specialized applica-
tions such as that described in exhibit 3 for de-
tail drawings. The directions of future extent of
these specialized systems is, of course, extremely
difficult to predict.

The area which will show the greatest increase
in the number of new applications added will
be data handling in support of the design process.
Within 10 years, it is expected that most of the
medium and large firms in these industries will
be using computer systems to some extent to con-
trol and coordinate the flow of nongraphic data
associated with design.

The rate of growth in pure computation appli-
cations will be slower than in the past few years
because much of this work is already being per-
formed by computers except in small firms.

When the design logic element is added to
computation and data handling, predictions of
diffusion are much more complex and the con-
clusions which can be drawn are difficult to
synthesize. Design logic systems will be used
universally by 1975 in the design of customized
products such as transformers, generators, pumps,
and, some types of instruments. Products in-
cluded in this class, however, represent a small
percentage of the total products manufactured.

Design logic systems will probably not be used
in designing standard consumer products within
the next 10 years. These are products which are
designed to satisfy the need of the market.
While modifications may be made over the prod-
uct life, these modifications are not introduced
according to a preestablished schedule and are
frequently cost improvement changes designed
to reduce manufacturing cost. While there are a
great number of these products, few draftsmen
and engineers are involved in their design.

Few design logic systems will be used for
products or segments of products which presently
require complex dimensioned drawings such as
those needed in much of mechanical design.

Design logic applications will be applied pri-
marily to the design process of segments of prod-
ucts rather than complete products. These
product segments will be widely scattered among
industries and types of product. Although the
number of design logic applications will increase
significantly in the next 10 years, the effect on the
total design processes in industry will be

moderate.
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Manpower Implications

Technological changes affect the design/draft-
ing function in a variety of ways, depending upon
the area of the process into which they are intro-
duced. The manpower effects from these
changes also depend upon the extent of the ap-
plications. Some of the applications of tech-
nological change affect either engineers or drafts-
men. Others affect both groups.

Impact on Draftsmen

Traditionally, drawings have served as the
primary medium for communication in the de-
sign process. This medium is used in the early
stages to assist in capturing the ideas and con-
cepts of the engineer. Then drawings are used
to transfer these ideas in successive stages of in-
creasing detail and specificity until the informa-
tion necessary for manufacturing is complete.

The job structure in the drafting area closely
reflects this dependence on graphic methods of
expression. From senior draftsmen to junior de-

tailer, the visible output of their work is in the
form of drawings. At the detail draftsmen level
the time spent on-the-board approaches 100
percent. While there is more variation at the
upper end of the spectrum, even many senior
draftsmen or designers may spend 80 percent of
their time actually "on-the-board." This does
not mean, of course, that this time is spent in
actually drawing but rather in the total task
of planning and checking for needed data and
standards that contribute to the production of
the drawings.

Impacts on drafting jobs in the design/draft-
ing process can result from two trends: The in-
troduction of technological changes which do
away with the need for manual drafting, and the
introduction of simplification and standardiza-
tion techniques within manual drafting.

While the latter trend may reduce the number
of drafting jobs by increasing the productivity of
the draftsmen, it has no effect on the structure of
the occupation. The former trend, however,
eliminates the need for the man-on-the-board
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and thus threatens the occupation itself. There-
fore, an evaluation of the future outlook for
drafting jobs depends upon an assessment of the
effects that the technological changes described
in chapter 2 will have on the future form of,
and need for drawings in the design process.

Effects from Technological Change

The use of computers for straight computa-
tion has little effect on the drafting operations
or the requirements for drawings. The use of
microfilm systems for storing drawings and of
the computer for data handling such as parts
lists, both influence drafting through simplifica-
tion of manual methods. These applications re-
duce the time spent by the draftsmen by improv-
ing his access to data and reducing the
information he must supply with the drawing.
In addition, these applications provide a stimulus
for introducing other simplifications into the body
of the drawing itself. Estimates of the amount
of time saved run as high as 20 percent per
drawing.

When computers are used for processing de-
sign logic, the effects upon drafting become more
diversified and the trends more difficult to dis-
tinguish. The effects can best be analyzed by
first considering systems without graphic output
and then those with graphic output.

Systems which handle part of the design logic
but have no graphic output capabilities generally
will have little impact on drafting unless the
need for some types of drawings is reduced. To
determine whether this is the case it would be
necessary to examine each specific situation, be-
fore and after, in detail. In general, however,
in the mechanical or structural area of design
it is doubtful if many of the drawing require-
ments can actually be eliminated with this ap
proach. In the electronic and to a lesser extent
the electrical areas, the changes are greater.

When the system uses graphic output, some
drawings may be eliminated while others may be
created automatically. in processing the steps
of the design logic the computer system may de-
velop the.data needed to produce the drawings
previously prepared by the draftsmen. Illustra-
tions of this type are found today in customized
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product design areas to a limited extent, and in
several areas in civil engineering. In addition
to the steel beam application discussed in exhibit
2, other illustrations are found in piping detail-
ing for process plant construction and in road
construction diagrams.

Because these systems do not have graphic in-
put capabilities, it is unlikely that they can be
used to produce complex dimensioned drawings.
Therefore the use of these systems to replace man-
ual drawings will be primarily in the nondimen-
sioned areas such as electronic and electrical
design.

It is difficult to generalize or to establish any
rules of thumb on the extent of the effects on
drafting from design logic applications because
of tremendous variations which exist from one
case to the next. In one instance, the number
of draftsmen needed for one area of product
design dropped from 96 on one model to 0 on
the next when all the drawings were prepared by
the system. In another basically similar case,
a change was not perceptible.

When the design logic application is in a prod-
uct area which does not require complex dimen-
sioned drawings, then the inclusion of all drawing
requirements within the computer system is more
likely. As a result, the effects upon draftsmen
are more pronounced.

With the introduction of time-shared systems
with graphic input and output capabilities and
graphic consoles the need to create drawings by
manual methods will decrease substantially. It
is possible to envision large design processes of
considerable complexity operating with few if
any drawings produced by the "man-on-the-
board." Once the hardware and software are
perfected to permit the computer to deal with
graphics and their meanings, then it is possible
to develop general solutions to whole ranges of
problems common to many varying design/draft-
ing processes in diverse industries.

Effects on Draftsmen lb 1975

The effects from the technological changes de-
scribed in this report on the total requirements
for draftsmen during the 1965-75 period are
expected to be moderate. The growth rate for
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the occupation in the next 10 years will be slowed
somewhat, but the absolute number of draftsmen
jobs will continue to rise.

The analysis of the effects of technological
change on drafting requirements is based both on
the expected rate of introduction and diffusion of
technological change, outlined in chapter 2, and
on the effects these changes will have on the
drafting occupation. As has previously been
stressed, it is extremely difficult to project drafts-
men requirements during the 1965-75 period
because of two important factors:

First, data relating to the number of draftsmen
presently engaged in various types of drafting
activity, e.g., design versus research drafting or
electrical versus mechanical drafting, are not
available. Thus, although it is possible to pro-
vide some indication of the way in which par-
ticular groups will be affected, estimates of the
number of draftsmen associated with each of
these affected groups are largely conjective.

Second, the application of many of the major
technological developments which will be intro-
duced in the design/drafting process is still in
the very early stages. Although the general
shape of these applications and even their ulti-
mate impact is discernible at present, the rate at
which these will be introduced and their interim
effects on the drafting occupation are not clear.

As a result, the analysis presented here is highly
judgmental. The conclusions reached are based
upon consideration of all available information
and upon a careful weighing of the effect of each
of the factors involved, but for the reasons stated
above, the estimates given ind:cate the maximum
degree to which these technological changes may
alter drafting requirements. The estimates
derived are to establish a perspective and are not
intended for use as projections of 1975 drafting
requirements.

The number of draftsmen employed in indus-
try as of January 1963 was 199,100.1 The table
shows a distribution of draftsmen by industry
and size of establishment in which they are
employed.2

In 1952 there were an estimated 30,300 additional
draftsmen employed in Government and universities.
However, these were excluded from consideration in
this report.

If technological change does not accelerate be-
tween 1963 and 1975, requirements for drafts-
men are projected to increase at roughly the same
rate as in the recent past-5.2 percent per year n
or 84 percent over the period from 1963 to 1975.

Recent advances in design/drafting technology
are, however, expected to accelerate the rate at
which technological changes will be introduced
to, and affect, the design process. As has been
pointed out, the extent to which a particular de-
sign activity is likely to be affected depends largely
on the size of firm and the type of industrial
activity in which it is engaged. For purposes of
estimating the probable impact of these develop-
ments on the drafting occupation, the industrial
and size of firm categories shown in the table have
each been classified into one of four groups :
(1) Unlikely to be affected, (2) likely to be af-
fected slightly, (3) likely to be affected mod-
erately and (4) special cases.

The first group includes some entire industries
where the introduction of these technological
changes is not expected to exert sufficient influ-
ence to alter normal productivity and growth
patterns for draftsmen. Since with only a few
exceptions, it is not expected that small firms
will adopt advanced design/drafting technology
before 1975, all establishments employing less
than 100 employees with the exception of those
in the contract construction, engineering serv-
ices and other services industries are also included.
In this first group are 32,300 or 16.2 percent of
all draftsmen.

The second group includes medium and large
establishments in industry classifications where
technological changes will have a perceptible, but
not extensive, effect. Where technological
changes with significant effects, such as design
logic applications, are introduced within this
group, their use will be confined to a small seg-

2 These figures represent preliminary Janu
data from the survey of employment of sci
technical personnel in industry.
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NUMBERS OF DRAFTSMEN, BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND INDUSTRY, JANUARY 1963, AND THE EFFECTS

OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE UPON THEM

Industry
Draftsmen

in all
establish-

ments

Draftsmen in establishments
with total employment of-

Under
100

100-999 1,000
or more

All industries 199, 100 59, 600 67, 400 71, 700

Manufacturing 120, 100 15, 500 44, 200 60, 200
Ordnance and accessories 4, 500 (1 2) 3 800 3 3, 800
Food and kindred products 700 (2) 2 500 2 200
Textile mill products 200 (2) 2 200 2 100
Lumber and wood products, except furniture 700 2 300 2 400 (2)

Paper and allied products 1, 900 2 1, 100 2 400 2 400 (

Printing and publishing 500 (2) 2 300 2 200
Chemicals and allied products 3, 300 2 200 3 900 3 2, 200

Industrial chemicals 1, 600 500 1, 200
Plastics and synthetics, except glass 600 (1) 200 400
Drugs 200 (1) 100
Other chemical products 900 200 200 600

Petroleum refining 1, 100 (1 2) 3 300 3 700
Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products 1, 400 2 200 4 600 4 600
Stone, clay, and glass products 1, 500 2 400 2 700 2 400
Primary metal industries 4, 100 2 300 1, 400 2, 400

Blast furnace and basic steel products 2, 500 (1) 4 600 4 1, 900
Other primary metal industries 1, 600 300 2 800 2 500

Fabricated metal products 16, 700 2 3, 900 4 9, 100 4 3, 600
Machinery, except electrical 28, 300 2 4, 600 13, 100 10, 700

Engines and turbines 2, 100 100 3 200 3 1, 800
Office computing and accounting machines 2, 500 100 3 500 3 1, 800
Farm machinery and equipment 2, 400 800 4 1, 100 4 600
Other machinery 21, 300 3, 700 4 11, 300 4 6, 400

Electric equipment and supplies 27, 400 2 1, 800 9, 600 16, 000
Electric distribution equipment and industrial apparatus. . . 8, 900 1, 100 3 4, 000 3 3, 900
Household appliances 1, 500 100 2 400 2 1, 000
Communication equipment 10, 700 200 3 2, 100 3 8, 400
Electrical lighting and wiring equipment 1, 300 (1) 4 900 4 400
Electronic components and accessories 2, 500 200 4 1, 600 4 700

Radio and TV receiving sets 1, 300 100 4 300 4 900
Miscellaneous electrical equipment and supplies 1, 100 100 4 400 4 700

Transportation equipment 19, 600 2 500 3, 500 15, 500
Motor vehicles and equipment 6, 100 100 3 1, 300 3 4, 700
Aircraft and parts 9, 000 300 3 1, 200 3 7, 500
Other transportation equipment 4, 500 100 4 1, 000 4 3, 400

Instruments and related product; 5, 200 2 500 3 1, 800 3 2, 900
Engineering and scientific instruments 1, 800 100 400 1, 300
Instruments for measuring controlling and indicating physi-

cal characteristics 1, 800 100 800 900
Other instruments and related products 1, 500 200 600 700

Other manufacturing industries 2, 900 2 1, 900 2 500 2 500

Nonmanufacturing 79, 000 43, 900 23, 300 11, 800
Mining 4, 000 2 1, 300 2 1, 300 2 1, 400
Contract constuction 10, 600 5 4, 600 5 4, 800 3 1, 100
Transportation 2, 000 2 3u0 2 200 2 1, 400
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NUMBERS OF DP.AFTSMEN, BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND INDUSTRY, JANUARY 1963, AND THE EFFECTS

OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE UPON THEMContinued

Industry
Draftsmen

in all
establish-

ments

Draftsmen in establishments
with total employment of

Under
100

100-999 I 1,000
or more

Railroad transportation 1, 300 (1) 1, 300

Other transportation 600 300 200 100

Communication . 800 2 200 2 200 2 400

Electric, gas, and sanitary services 5, 000 2 400 4 1, 400 4 3, 200

Wholesale and retail trade 1, 900 2 600 2 goo 2 600

Finance, insurance, and real estate (1) (1 2) (1 2) (1 2)

Services 54, 700 36, 500 14, 600 3, 700

Engineering and architectural services
Other services

43,
11,

100
400

5 30,
5 5,

600
900

5 12, 200
4 2, 200 4

3

3,
300
300

1 Less than 50.
2 Unlikely to be affected.
3 Likely to be affected moderately.
4 Likely to be affected slightly.
5 Special cases.

Nom: Totals have been calculated on the basis of

ment of the total industry. The types of techno-
logical changes which are expected to diffuse
widely throughout this group are those, such as
data handling applic-mons, which have only a
slight impact on draftsmen. Therefore the over-
all impact will not be pronounced.

This group includes 56,200 or 28.2 percent of
total draftsmen in industry. Without an accel-
eration in technological change, this group could
be expected to increase by 84 percent and reach
103,400 by 1975. The technological changes de-
scribed in this report will reduce this 1975 figure
by a maximum of 10 percent.

Group three includes medium and large estab-
lishments in industries where the impact from
technological changes is expected to be most sig-
nificant. In some cases this is because types of
technological changes with pronounced impact,
such as time-shared systems with graphic input-
output capabilities, will be introduced into
segments of these industries. In other cases,
technological changes such as design logic appli-
cations with graphic output, will diffuse widely
throughout the industry with more moderate
effects within 10 years.

Small establishments in the "other services"

unrounded figures and therefore may not correspond
exactly with those indicated by the rounded figures
shown.

SOURCE: Employment of Scientific and Technical Personnel
in Industry, (Washington: U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1963, Preliminary Data).

classification are also included in this group.
Many of the 5,900 draftsmen in this group are
employed in firms which perform contract draft-
ing services. While these firms will not imple-
ment major technological changes, they will be
affected by the changes taking place in large
firms because the large firms provide a substan-
tial percentage of contract drafting business.

Group three includes 58,100 or 29.1 percent
of all draftsmen. Within this group a maximum
reduction of 25 percent in draftsmen require-
ments may reduce the expected 1975 needs from
100,900 to 80,100.

These three groups include 146,600 or 73.5
percent of the draftsmen in industry today. Even
with the maximum expected reductions in groups
two and three, the number of drafting jobs still
can be expected to increase from the present
146,600 to at least 232,000 by 1975. In reality,
the reductions will be spaced over the entire
period with an acceleration between 1970 and
1975; as much as two-thirds of the impact from
technological change may occur between 1970
and 1975.

Group four includes small and medium size
establishments in engineering services and con-
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tract construction. This group is handled sepa-
rately because the criteria used in assigning cate-
gories to the other groups do not apply. This
total group is numerically significant since it in-
cludes 52,200 or 26.3 percent of all draftsmen in
industry.

Many of the technological changes described
in this report are well suited technically to the
design work performed by contract construction
and engineering service firms. However, be-
cause of the costs involved in implementing these
changes, smaller firms are limited in their ability
to utilize these advanced technological develop-
ments. Many experts believe that this situation
will change considerably with the availability of
time-shared, graphic input-output systems on a
service bureau basis. There is no concensus as
to whether these firms will start to use time-shared
graphical systems prior to 1975. However, there
is general agreement that when these systems with
the required software as well as hardware capabil-
ities are used, these engineering services and con-
tract construction firms will begin to experience
a rapid decline in requirements for draftsmen.

If the use of time-shared, graphics communica-
tion systems does not begin prior to 1975, then
this group of draftsmen is unlikely to be affected
by technological change. If systems use begins
prior to 1975, then the extent to which this group
will be affected will depend upon how much
before 1975 initial use begins; initial use with
graphic capabilities is not expected prior to 1970.
Diffusion is expected to be rapid once the trend
is established.

Across all of industry the reductions in drafts-
men requirements which will occur before 1975
will be predominantly among draftsmen working
with nondimensioned drawings such as those as-
sociated with electrical and electronic design.
Toward the end of the 10 year period some drafts-
men in the dimensioned areas, such as mechanical
drawings, may be affected by the first time-
shared, graphic input-output systems. Although
the types of technological change which will take
place to 1975 will affect all levels of draftsmen,
the largest number of jobs affected will be at the
detail draftsmen level.

Changes in job content due to simplification
and standardization in drafting techniques during
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this period will occur. Adjustments to these
changes will genera'.ly be relatively minor and
any required retraining will be provided by the
individual firms making the changes.

To-this time, few new tykes of jobs requiring
the knowledge of and experience with drafting
principles and techniques have been identified.
Some draftsmen are being trained as computer
programers and analysts, but in most cases this
is because of the competence and aptitude of the
individual, not because the programer needs to
be an experienced draftsman.

It is still too early in the development of time-
shared graphic systems to speak with any con-
fidence about the staffing requirements. How-
ever, it appears likely that some of the jobs will
certainly require a knowledge of drafting princi-
ples and techniques although the man may work
at the console rather than on the drafting board.

The major effects upon draftsmen from the
current developments in time-shared, graphics
communication systems will occur after 1975.
Expert opinion is divided on how rapidly these
technological changes will reduce the require-
ments for the traditional drafting jobs. However,
there is general agreement that it will be tech-
nically feasible to significantly reduce the number
of draftsmen needed by industry within 20 years.

Impact on Engineers

The introduction of computers in the early
1950's to perform mathematical computations
marked the beginning of a trend in design engi-
neering away from routine analytical tasks and
toward creative activity. While the individual
engineers were relieved of the necessity to per-
form routine computations, the power of the
computer made it possible to increase the com-
plexity, range, and amount of computation which
could be undertaken in support of the design
function. Decisions which previously had to be
made on the basis of experience and intuition
with limited computational backup could be
substantially improved by extending the com-
putational support. The availability of the re-
sults of sophisticated mathematical analysis has
been increasing while the amount of human par-
ticipation necessary to get these results has been
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decreasing.
New emphasis is being placed on the develop-

ment and refinement of the analytical tools them-
selves. The designing and writing of computer
programs for the new tools has been a concurrent
development.

It is not possible to assess the effects of these
developments on the numeric requirements for
professional level people in the design/drafting
function. This is partly due to the variations
from industry to iriaustry in the extent to which
analytical methods are used; but more impor-
tantly it is because even within a given product
design so many other technological factors are
changing at the same time. Trying to assess
changes in occupations or job content in depth
poses the same difficulties.

The introduction of simple methods of data
handling has had, and will have, relatively little
effect on engineering other than to reduce the
amount of time spent on clerical-type activities.

When the applications are extended directly
to involve design logic, the impact upon the in-
dividual engineers becomes more pronounced.
There is no question that substantially fewer
engineering man-hours are needed to achieve
the same amount of work. It is also true that

what was previously the entire work activity for
some engineers is now done by computers.

In general, these new methods are reducing
the clerical-type and routine activities of the
engineering workload. These activities pres-
ently require many man-hours. For example,
in the aerospace industry it has been estimated
that 80 to 90 percent of the average engineer's
time is spent on tasks of this type.

While the feeling was widespread that this
reduction in routine work would permit more
time for creative engineering activity, some con-
cern has been expressed about the ability of some
engineers to make this shift readily. Besides the
question of individual competence, the broader
problem of keeping abreast of rapidly changing
technologies was frequently mentioned. To this
time the shifts required have been relatively
minor in terms of the individuals.

Many believe that the time-shared man-ma-
chine interaction system is the most powerful tool
ever developed to extend and amplify creative
engineering. Limited knowledge of the creative
process makes it impossible to estimate the results
of this coupling of man and machine at this early
state, but many are predicting a new era in
engineering design.
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WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

Copies of this publication or additional information on manpower programs and activities may be obtained
from the US. Department of Labor's Manpower Administration in Washington, D.C. Publications on
manpower are also available from the Department's Regional Information Offices at the addresses listed below.

John F. Kennedy Building, Boston, Massachusetts 02110
341 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York 10001
Wolf Avenue and Commerce Street, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201
Ninth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
1371 Peachtree Street NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30309
51 SW. First Avenue, Miami, Florida 33130
801 Broad Sired, Nashville, nnnessee 37203
1365 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio 4411,"
219 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604
911 Walnut Street, Karma City, Missouri 64106
411 North Akard Sired, Dallas, Texas 75201
300 North Loll Angeles Street, Los Angeles, California 90012
450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102
506 Second Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98104
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If major changes in his problem solution are needed,
he may resubmit an alternative approach to the com-
puter at a later time. When the display is acceptable,
the designer instructs the computer to produce a copy

of the drawing. If the statements used by the de-
signer contribute toward the solution of a recurring
problem, then these statements can be added to a
library of programs maintained within the computer.

This library continues to grow and programs from it

can be used by any of the designers.

In addition to the programs produced by the de-
signers using the descriptive geometry language, others

are necessary, for example, to direct the computer
hardware and to provide the translation from the
descriptive geometry language to the computer lan-

guage. In all more than three-quarters of a million
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operating instructions have been written by the com-

puter programers.
One group of programs was developed to solve the

basic problem caused by the different time scales in
which the man and the computer operate within the

man-machine partnership. The system is programed
so that the computer can perform completely un-
related work until another request is made from the

console. It is estimated that about 6 minutes of com-

puter time are used for every hour of console time.
Because this is a constantly evolving laboratory proj-

ect, the exact form that the system will take when it
becomes feasible for production use is not yet known.

Many man years of effort have gone into this project.
The people involved have included many automotive

designers, as well as computer hardware and software

specialists.

a time-shared system and specially developed
graphics equipment including a man-machine

console. Automotive designers and computer
specialists are working with this laboratory proj-

ect to develop methods for using systems of this

type in the design of automobile bodies.

In addition to the projects combining both
time-sharing and graphics communication, many
projects are directed toward development of the
time-shared concept. This concept for computer
use has ramifications far transcending design/
drafting. Much of the technique and software
developments from these time-sharing projects

will be applicable to design/drafting applications

as a subclass within the total applications area.

The experimental projects in time-sharing and
graphics communication have one common pur-
pose: To permit the development of operational
systems where the man supplies those elements
in which he is strongestimagination, creativity,

and judgmentand the machine amplifies the
man's abilities by supplying computational power,
and speed and accuracy in carrying out routine
repetitive tasks.

Future Operational Systems

The most significant future operational sys-
tems in design/drafting will be based on the two
important concepts of man-machine interaction
and direct graphical communication. With the
addition of these concepts, it is possible to visu-
alize a total systems approach to the design/draft-
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ing function beginning at the design concept stage

and carrying through to the creation of the docu-

mentation for manufacturing, or where appro-
priate, of the tapes needed to run numerically

controlled production equipment.
Selection of the equipment needed and desired

for such a system can vary widely without exceed-

ing the capabilities of existing and proposed

equipment. Software and systems development
projects already underway can technically re-
move any barriers to utilizing the equipment for
greatly expanded segments of the total design/
drafting process.

Thus systems can be designed which use the
computer as a coordination center for the design
process from product concept to manufacturing.
While the details and exact nature of such a de-
sign process are not now known, the general out-
lines and trends seem well accepted.

The technical feasibility of such systems has
been established, although considerable develop-
ment work remains to be cone. Determination
of when the first systems will be introduced into
design/drafting operations and who will be the
first users depends upon an analysis of the costs
involved and the ease with which these systems
can be integrated into existing organizations.

Three major elements are involved in deter-
mining the cost of a proposed system : The cost
of the equipment and personnel to operate and
maintain the new system after it is in full opera-
tion; the cost to design the new system including
analysis and programing; and the cost incurred
in converting from the old to the new method.



Indirect as well as direct costs are implied here.
For example, a 3-week reduction in leac .ime
might be assessed as permitting a 2-percent in-
crease in sales.

While the equipment costs are relatively fixed
over time, the development costs to a firm can
vary tremendously depending upon how much
the previous work of others can be utilized both
in defining the approach and characteristics of
the solution and in providing actual software
tools to be used in implementing the solution.

Because the use of time-shared systems, man-
machine interaction, and graphics communica-
tions is still in the early pioneering stage, most
experts believe initial development costs for the
first systems will run high.

Integration of total systems of this type into
existing organizations is difficult and complex.
As one man expressed it, "a system like this is
not something which is developed and tested by
the boys in the back room to be rolled out and
plugged in some Monday morning." The im-
pact of this type of system is not confined solely
to the design/drafting part of the organization.
It has a decided effect directly or indirectly upon
the methods of operation in all phases of the
business from manufacturing and research to
procurement and marketing. The nature of this
impact can range from as small an item as the
requirement to change the layout of the engi-
neering change order forms to as large an
item as a major restructuring of the relationships
between engineering and manufacturing.

Therefore, agreement is general that the path
to a system of this type within a firm will have to
be evolutionary not only with respect to the
development of the system but also with respect
to its implementation.

Two addenda to this position are worth noting.
First, the rate at which the organization can
adapt to change is a function of how used to
change it is. Second, the extent of top manage-
ment's commitment to the program largely de-
termines the degree of difficulty in overcoming
resistance to change.

Initial users of these systems will be large well-
financed firms with complex and expensive de-
sign processes for sophisticated products. They

will be firms which can afford and profit from
expenditures on development running into the
millions of dollars. They will be firms which
can justify the installation of large-scale time-
shared systems within their own organizations.
They will be firms which have a history of wide-
spread use of large-scale computers in both en-
gineering and data processing and already are
utilizing computers extensively in both operations
and experimental projects relating to the design/
drafting function.

There is presently little agreement about the
type of firms that will adopt such systems after
the first few large firms. This undoubtedly re-
sults partly from the increased distance into the
future of the projections. However, the :nain
cause appears to be the explosion in the number
of assumptions which must be made and the
number of variables which must be considered
in determining the users after the first group.

For example, consider one of many possible
categories remaining after the initial large firms:
Smaller firms with design/drafting problems
which require the capabilities of man-machine
interaction and graphics communication but
cannot support a time-shared system or under-
write the total development costs. Estimating
how much time will elapse before these firms may
be able to implement comparable systems raises
a wide range of subsidiary assessments. How
much of the software development for the first
systems will be generalized so that it can be uti-
lized by the smaller firms? Is the nature of
these developments such that they will be made
available or will they be considered proprietary
by the original developers? Will time-shared
systems be available on a service-bureau basis so
that the using organization has only input-output
equipment in his facility and rents the computer
time on an "as-used" basis? Will these service
bureaus provide generalized software or only
hardware? Or will time-shared systems drop in
price to the point where the smaller firm can
have its own?

It is not possible to answer these and similar
specific questions with any degree of confidence
at this early stage in the development of total
design systems. However, it does seem clear
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that once it begins, the trend toward adoption
of systems of this type will continue until all
design/drafting processes are affected.

Rate of Introduction and
Diffusion to 1975

The rate of introduction and the diffusion of
technological changes in design/drafting to 1975

can be discussed under two separate headings.
The first deals with the probable status of the
leading edge of advanced technology, i.e., the
operational status of the most advanced types
of man-machine, time-shared, graphic commu-
nication systems encompassing a broad applica-
tion scope in the design/drafting process.

The second heading excludes these advance
systems and deals with the probable status of all
other technological changes in design/drafting.

Time-Shared Graphics System

Estimates of when man-machine time-shared
graphic communications systems will be in opera-
tional use to develop the data to produce draw-
ings or numerical control tapes for manufacturing
range from 5 to 20 years; operation within 10
years seems to be most generally accepted.

The 5-year estimates are predicated on the
development of generalized software for inter-
preting graphic input in 2 years, plus an addi-
tional 3 years for application development com-
pletion and conversion. Those who estimate
more than 10 years emphasize development costs
and the difficulties of integrating such systems
into existing operations and organizations rather
than any technical limitations.

Stemming from these differences on the time
of implementation of the first systems are similar
differences on the extent and rate of diffusion
within 10 years. Those authorities with the
earliest expectations for the first systems antici-
pate a faster rate of dispersion as well. The
number of these systems expected to be in opera-
tion in 10 years ranges, accordingly, from 0 to
over 100.

Many of those who expect early use of these
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systems also expect the early appearance of serv-
ice bureaus which will make the capabilities of

these systems available on a part-time basis to a

variety of organizations. They therefore ex-
pect that the number of organizations using these

systems will exceed the number of systems
installed.

Firms installing these systems in the next 10

years are expected to be large or, as indicated
above, organizations serving multiple users.

Many experts believe that this first group will be

widely scattered with respect to industry classifi-

cations. The only industries consistently men-
tioned by both their own representatives and
others as likely to be among the first system in-

stallers are the aerospace industry and the com-
puter industry itself. It is also expected that
establishments in the engineering services indus-
try will be among early users of service bureau
type systems.

Because for large firms the path to installing
these systems must be evolutionary, the first users
will also be active in expanding their use of con-
ventional computer systems during the next 10
years. These users, therefore, come under the
second as well as the first heading.

Other Technological Changes

Excluding time-shared graphics systems, the
types of applications in design/drafting in 1975

will be quite similar to what they are today.
And, as is the case today, the advanced applica-
tions which will have the greatest effects will be
found in a large number of diverse industries.
For example, applications in electronic systems
design will continue to advance but these systems
are found in many industries: Computers and
office equipment, aircraft manufacture, com-
munications equipment, and engineering services.
Similarly, the customized product group which
will continue to make extensive use of these sys-
tems includes parts of instruments, electrical
equipment, and nonelectrical machinery. Ad-
vances also will continue to be made more quickly
in electrical as opposed to mechanical design
areas, but segments of each of these are found in
many of the same industries.

Conclusions relating to future applications of



technological changes cannot, therefore, be syn-
thesized into a unified framework of industry
classifications but hopefully can serve as guides to
evaluate future trends.

Although the expected extent of application
varies from one segment to the next within any
single industry, the industries active in introduc-
ing technological changes into design/drafting
today are expected to continue in the forefront
to 1975. Within manufacturing, these industries
are electrical equipment, nonelectrical ma-
chinery, transportation equipment, ordnance,
petroleum refining, chemicals, primary metals,
fabricated metals, and instruments. Outside of
manufacturing, significant activity is found in
contract construction and engineering services.

Within these industries activity in some smaller
segments is particularly strong. These industry
segments include distribution equipment, indus-
trial apparatus, communications equipmerit, en-
gines and turbines, computing equipment, motor
vehicles, aircraft, and guided missles and space
vehicles.

In all industries, size of firm is an important
factor in determining the rate of introduction of
computer-based systems in design/drafting.
The proportion of small firms utilizing computer-
based systems in design/drafting has been very
small. While this proportion may increase
somewhat in the next 10 years, small firms will
continue to lag behind larger firms in introduc-
ing major technological changes into the design/
drafting process.

The number of systems in each of the four
categories of design/drafting applications
computation, data handling, design logic, and
specialized applicationswill continue to ex-
pand over the next 10 years.

Specialized applications are most likely to de-
velop in large firms with sophisticated products
such as aerospace systems. The extreme com-
plexity of the problems makes it possible to justify
the development of highly specialized applica-
tions such as that described in exhibit 3 for de-
tail drawings. The directions of future extent of
these specialized systems is, of course, extremely
difficult to predict.

The area which will show the greatest increase
in the number of new applications added will
be data handling in support of the design process.
Within 10 years, it is expected that most of the
medium and large firms in these industries will
be using computer systems to some extent to con-
trol and coordinate tht, flow of nongraphic data
associated with design.

The rate of growth in pure computation appli-
cations will be slower than in the past few years
because much of this work is already being per-
formed by computers except in small firms.

When the design logic element is added to
computation and data handling, predictions of
diffusion are much more complex and the con-
clusions which can be drawn are difficult to
synthesize. Design logic systems will be used
universally by 1975 in the design of customized
products such as transformers, generators, pumps,
and some types of instruments. Products in-
cluded in this class, however, represent a small
percentage of the total products manufactured.

Design logic systems will probably not be used
in designing standard consumer products within
the next 10 years. These are products which are
designed to satisfy the need of the market.
While modifications may be made over the prod-
uct life, these modifications are not introduced
according to a preestablished schedule and are
frequently cost improvement changes designed
to reduce manufacturing cost. While there are a

great number of these products, few draftsmen
and engineers are involved in their design.

Few design logic systems will be used for
products or segments of products which presently
require complex dimensioned drawings such as
those needed in much of mechanical design.

Design logic applications will be applied pri-
marily to the design process of segments of prod-
ucts rather than complete products. These
product segments will be widely scattered among
industries and types of product. Although the
number of design logic applications will increase
significantly in the next 10 years, the effect on the

total design processes in industry will be

moderate.
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Manpower Implications

Technological changes affect the design/draft-
ing function in a variety of ways, depending upon
the area of the process into which they are intro-
duced. The manpower effects from these
changes also depend upon the extent of the ap-
plications. Some of the applications of tech-
nological change affect either engineers or drafts-
men. Others affect both groups.

Impact on Draftsmen

Traditionally, drawings have served as the
primary medium for communication in the de-
sign process. This medium is used in the early
stages to assist in capturing the ideas and con-
cepts of the engineer. Then drawings are used
to transfer these ideas in successive stages of in-
creasing detail and specificity until the informa-
tion necessary for manufacturing is complete.

The job structure in the drafting area closely
reflects this dependence on graphic methods of
expression. From senior draftsmen to junior de-

tailer, the visible output of their work is in the
form of drawings. At the detail draftsmen level
the time spent on-the-board approaches 100
percent. While there is more variation at the
upper end of the spectrum, even many senior
draftsmen or designers may spend 80 percent of
their time actually "on-the-board." This does
not mean, of course, that this time is spent in
actually drawing but rather in the total task
of planning and checking for needed data and
standards that contribute to the production of
the drawings.

Impacts on drafting jobs in the design/draft-
ing process can result from two trends: The in-
troduction of technological changes which do
away with the need for manual drafting, and the
introduction of simplification and standardiza-
tion techniques within manual drafting.

While the latter trend may reduce the number
of drafting jobs by increasing the productivity of
the draftsmen, it has no effect on the structure of
the occupation. The former trend, however,
eliminates the need for the man-on-the-board
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and thus threatens the occupation itself. There-
fore, an evaluation of the future outlook for
drafting jobs depends upon an assessment of the
effects that the technological changes described
in chapter 2 will have on the future form of,
and need for drawings in the design process.

Effects from Technological Change

The use of computers for straight computa-
tion has little effect on the drafting operations
or the requirements for drawings. The use of
microfilm systems for storing drawings and of
the computer for data handling such as parts
lists, both influence drafting through simplifica-
tion of manual methods. These applications re-
duce the time spent by the draftsmen by improv-
ing his access to data and reducing the
information he must supply with the drawing.
In addition, these applications provide a stimulus
for introducing other simplifications into the body
of the drawing itself. Estimates of the amount
of time saved run as high as 20 percent per
drawing.

When computers are used for processing de-
sign logic, the effects upon drafting become more
diversified and the trends more difficult to dis-
tinguish. The effects can best be analyzed by
first considering systems without graphic output
and then those with graphic output.

Systems which handle part of the design logic
but have no graphic output capabilities generally
will have little impact on drafting unless the
need for some types of drawings is reduced. To
determine whether this is the case it would be
necessary to examine each specific situation, be-
fore and after, in detail. In general, however,
in the mechanical or structural area of design
it is doubtful if many of the drawing require-
ments can actually be eliminated with this ap
proach. In the electronic and to a lesser extent
the electrical areas, the changes are greater.

When the system uses graphic output, some
drawings may be eliminated while others may be
created automatically. In processing the steps
of the design logic the computer system may de-
velop thesdata needed to produce the drawings
previously prepared by the draftsmen. Illustra-
tions of this type are found today in customized
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product design areas to a limited extent, and in
several areas in civil engineering. In addition
to the steel beam application discussed in exhibit
2, other illustrations are found in piping detail-
ing for process plant construction and in road
construction diagrams.

Because these systems do not have graphic in-
put capabilities, it is unlikely that they can be
used to produce complex dimensioned drawings.
Therefore the use of these systems to replace man-
ual drawings will be primarily in the nondimen-
sioned areas such as electronic and electrical
design.

It is difficult to generalize or to establish any
rules of thumb on the extent of the effects on
drafting from design logic applications because
of tremendous variations which exist from one
case to the next. In one instance, the number
of draftsmen needed for one area of product
design dropped from 96 on one model to 0 on
the next when all the drawings were prepared by
the system. In another basically similar case,
a change was not perceptible.

When the design logic application is in a prod-
uct area which does not require complex dimen-
sioned drawings, then the inclusion of all drawing
requirements within the computer system is more
likely. As a result, the effects upon draftsmen
are more pronounced.

With the introduction of time-shared systems
with graphic input and output capabilities and
graphic consoles the need to create drawings by
manual methods will decrease substantially. It
is possible to envision large design processes of
considerable complexity operating with few if
any drawings produced by the "man-on-the-
board." Once the hardware and software are
perfected to permit the computer to deal with
graphics and their meanings, then it is possible
to develop general solutions to whole ranges of
problems common to many varying design/draft-
ing processes in diverse industries.

Effects on Draftsmen to 1975

The effects from the technological changes de-
scribed in this report on the total requirements
for draftsmen during the 1965-75 period are
expected to be moderate. The growth rate for



the occupation in the next 10 years will be slowed

somewhat, but the absolute number of draftsmen
jobs will continue to rise.

The analysis of the effects of technological
change on drafting requirements is based both on

the expected rate of introduction and diffusion of

technological change, outlined in chapter 2, and
on the effects these changes will have on the
drafting occupation. As has previously been
stressed, it is extremely difficult to project drafts-
men requirements during the 1965-75 period
because of two important factors :

First, data relating to the number of draftsmen
presently engaged in various types of drafting
activity, e.g., design versus research drafting or
electrical versus mechanical drafting, are not
available. Thus, although it is possible to pro-
vide some indication of the way in which par-
ticular groups will be affected, estimates of the
number of draftsmen associated with each of

these affected groups are largely conjective.
Second, the application of many of the major

technological developments which will be intro-
duced in the design/drafting process is still in

the very early stages. Although the general
shape of these applications and even their ulti-
mate impact is discernible at present, the rate at
which these will be introduced and their interim
effects on the drafting occupation are not clear.

As a result, the analysis presented here is highly
judgmental. The conclusions reached are based
upon consideration of all available information
and upon a careful weighing of the effect of each
of the factors involved, but for the reasons stated
above, the estimates given indicate the maximum
degree to which these technological changes may
alter drafting requirements. The estimates
derived are to establish a perspective and are not
intended for use as projections of 1975 drafting
requirements.

The number of draftsmen employed in indus-
try as of January 1963 was 199,100.1 The table
shows a distribution of draftsmen by industry
and size of establishment in which they are
employed.2

'In 1952 there were an estimated 30,300 additional
draftsmen employed in Government and universities.
However, these were excluded from consideration in
this report.

If technological change does not accelerate be-
tween 1963 and 1975, requirements for drafts-
men are projected to increase at roughly the same
rate as in the recent past-5.2 percent per year 3

or 84 percent over the period from 1963 to 1975.
Recent advances in design/drafting technology

are, however, expected to accelerate the rate at
which technological changes will be introduced
to, and affect, the design process. As has been
pointed out, the extent to which a particular de-
sign activity is likely to be affected depends largely
on the size of firm and the type of industrial
activity in which it is engaged. For purposes of
estimating the probable impact of these develop-
ments on the drafting occupation, the industrial
and size of firm categories shown in the table have
each been classified into one of four groups:
(1) Unlikely to be affected, (2) likely to be af-
fected slightly, (3) likely to be affected mod-
erately and (4) special cases.

The first group includes some entire industries
where the introduction of these technological
changes is not expected to exert sufficient influ-
ence to alter normal productivity and growth
patterns for draftsmen. Since with only a few
exceptions, it is not expected that small firms
will adopt advanced design/drafting technology
before 1975, all establishments employing less
than 100 employees with the exception of those
in the contract construction, engineering serv-
ices and other services industries are also included.
In this first group are 32,300 or 16.2 percent of
all draftsmen.

The second group includes medium and large
establishments in industry classifications where
technological changes will have a perceptible, but
not extensive, effect. Where technological
changes with significant effects, such as design
logic applications, are introduced within this
group, their use will be confined to a small seg-

2These figures represent preliminary January 1963
data from the survey of employment of scientific and
technical personnel in industry.

This assumption is based on averaging the rates
of change for technicians for 1959-60, 1960-61, 1961-
62, from the surveys for Employment of Scientific and
Technical Personnel in Industry conducted by the Bu
reau of Labor Statistics for the National Science Foun-
dation. The reader is cautioned that these data were
not developed for use in analysis over time.
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NUMBERS OF DRAFTSMEN, BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND INDUSTRY, JANUARY 1963, AND THE EFFECTS

OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE UPON THEM

Industry
Draftsmen

in all
establish-

ments

Draftsmen in establishments
with total employment of-

Under
100

100-999 1,000
or more

All industries 199, 100 59, 600 67, 400 71, 700

Manufacturing 120, 100 15, 500 44, 200 60, 200

Ordnance and accessories 4, 500 (1 2) 3 800 3 3, 800

Food and kindred products 700 (2) 2 500 2 200

Textile mill products 200 (2) 2 200 2 100

Lumber and wood products, except furniture. 700 2 300 2 400 (2)

Paper and allied products 1, 900 2 1, 100 2 400 2 400

Printing and publishing 500 (2) 2 300 2 200

Chemicals and allied products 3, 300 2 200 3 900 3 2, 200

Industrial chemicals 1, 600 500 1, 200

Plastics and synthetics, except glass 600 (1) 200 400

Drugs 200 (1) 100

Other chemical products 900 200 200 600

Petroleum refining 1, 100 (1 2) 3 300 3 700

Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products 1, 400 2 200 4 600 4 600

Stone, clay, and glass products 1, 500 2 400 2 700 2 400

Primary metal industries 4, 100 2 300 1, 400 2, 400

Blast furnace and basic steel products 2, 500 (1) 4 600 4 1, 900

Other primary metal industries 1, 600 300 2 800 2 500

Fabricated metal products 16,700 2 3, 900 4 9, 100 4 3, 600

Machinery, except electrical 28, 300 2 4, 600 13, 100 10, 700

Engines and turbines 2, 100 100 3 200 3 1, 800

Office computing and accounting machines 2, 500 100 3 500 3 1, 800

Farm machinery and equipment 2, 400 800 4 1, 100 4 600

Other machinery 21, 300 3, 700 4 11, 300 4 6, 400

Electric equipment and supplies 27, 400 2 1, 800 9, 600 16, 000

Electric distribution equipment and industrial apparatus 8, 900 1, 100 3 4, 000 3 3, 900

Household appliances 1, 500 100 2 400 2 1, 000

Communication equipment 10, 700 200 3 2, 100 3 8, 400

Electrical lighting and wiring equipment 1, 300 (1) 4 goo 4 400

Electronic components and accessories 2, 500 200 4 1, 600 4 700

Radio and TV receiving sets 1, 300 100 4 300 4 goo

Miscellaneous electrical equipment and supplies 1, 100 100 4 400 4 700

Transportation equipment 19, 600 2 500 3, 500 15, 500

Motor vehicles and equipment 6, 100 100 3 1, 300 3 4, 700

Aircraft and parts 9, 000 300 3 1, 200 3 7, 500

Other transportation equipment 4, 500 100 4 1, 000 4 3, 400

Instruments and related products 5, 200 2 500 3 1, 800 3 2, 900

Engineering and scientific instruments 1, 800 100 400 1, 300

Instruments for measuring controlling and indicating physi-
cal characteristics 1, 800 100 800 900

Other instruments and related products 1, 500 200 600 700

Other manufacturing industries 2, 900 2 1, 900 2 500 2 500

Nonmanufacturing 79, 000 43, 900 23, 300 11, 800

Mining 4, 000 2 1, 300 2 1, 300 2 1,400

Contract construction 10, 600 5 4, 600 5 4, 800 3 1, 100

Transportation 2, 000 2 300 2 200 2 1, 400
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NUMBERS OF DRAFTSMEN, BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND INDUSTRY, JANUARY 1963, AND THE EFFECTS

OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE UPON THEMContinued

Industry
Draftsmen

in all
establish-

ments

Draftsmen in establishments
with total employment of

Under
100

100-999 1,000
or more

Railroad transport 1, 300 (I) 1, 300

Other transportation 600 300 200 100

Communication 800 2 200 2 200 2 400

Electric, gas, and sanitary services 5, 000 2 400 4 1, 400 4 3, 200

Wholesale and retail trade 1, 900 2 600 2 800 2 600

Finance, insurance, and real estate (1) (1 2) (1 2) (1 2)

Services 54, 700 36, 500 14, 600 3, 700

Engineering and architectural services 43, 100 5 30, 600 5 12, 200 3 300

Other services. 11,400 5 5, 900 4 2, 200 4 3, 300

I Less than 50.
2 Unlikely to be affected.
3 Likely to be affected moderately.
4 Likely to be affected slightly.
5 Special cases.

No-rE: Totals have been calculated on the basis of

ment of the total industry. The types of techno-
logical changes which are expected to diffuse
widely throughout this group are those, such as
data handling applications, which have only a
slight impact on draftsmen. Therefore the over-
all impact will not be pronounced.

This group includes 56,200 or 28.2 percent of
total draftsmen in industry. Without an accel-
eration in technological change, this group could
be expected to increase by 84 percent and reach
103,400 by 1975. The technological changes de-
scribed in this report will reduce this 1975 figure
by a maximum of 10 percent.

Group three includes medium and large estab-
lishments in industries where the impact from
technological changes is expected to be most sig-
nificant. In some cases this is because types of
technological changes with pronounced impact,
such as time-shared systems with graphic input-
output capabilities, will be introduced into
segments of these industries. In other cases,
technological changes such as design logic appli-
cations with graphic output, will diffuse widely
throughout the industry with more moderate
effects within 10 years.

Small establishments in the "other services"

unrounded figures and therefore may not correspond
exactly with those indicated by the rounded figures

shown.

SOURCE: Employment of Scientific and Technical Personnel

in Industry, (Washington: U.S. Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1963, Preliminary Data).

classification are also included in this group.
Many of the 5,900 draftsmen in this group are
employed in firms which perform contract draft-
ing services. While these firms will not imple-
ment major technological changes, they will be
affected by the changes taking place in large
firms because the large firms provide a substan-
tial percentage of contract drafting business.

Group three includes 58,100 or 29.1 percent
of all draftsmen. Within this group a maximum
reduction of 25 percent in draftsmen require-
ments may reduce the expected 1975 needs from
100,900 to 80,100.

These three groups include 146,600 or 73.5
percent of the draftsmen in industry today. Even
with the maximum expected reductions in groups
two and three, the number of drafting jobs still
can be expected to increase from the present
146,600 to at least 232,000 by 1975. In reality,
the reductions will be spaced over the entire
period with an acceleration between 1970 and
1975; as much as two-thirds of the impact from
technological change may occur between 1970
and 1975.

Group four includes small and medium size
establishments in engineering services and con-
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tract construction. This group is handled sepa-
rately because the criteria used in assigning cate-
gories to the other groups do not apply. This
total group is numerically significant since it in-
cludes 52,200 or 26.3 percent of all draftsmen in
industry.

Many of the technological changes described
in this report are well suited technically to the
design work performed by contract construction
and engineering service firms. However, be-
cause of the costs involved in implementing these
changes, smaller firms are limited in their ability
to utilize these advanced technological develop-
ments. Many experts believe that this situation
will change considerably with the availability of
time-shared, graphic input-output systems on a
service bureau basis. There is no concensus as
to whether these firms will start to use time-shared
graphical systems prior to 1975. However, there
is general agreement that when these systems with
the required software as well as hardware capabil-
ities are used, these engineering services and con-
tract construction firms will begin to experience
a rapid decline in requirements for draftsmen.

If the use of time-shared, graphics communica-
tion systems does not begin prior to 1975, then
this group of draftsmen is unlikely to be affected
by technological change. If systems use begins
prior to 1975, then the extent to which this group
will be affected will depend upon how much
before 1975 initial use begins; initial use with
graphic capabilities is not expected prior ,to 1970.
Diffusion is expected to be rapid once the trend
is established.

Across all of industry the reductions in drafts-
men requirements which will occur before 1975
will be predominantly among draftsmen working
with nondimensioned drawings such as those as-
sociated with electrical and electronic design.
Toward the end of the 10 year period some drafts-
men in the dimensioned areas, such as mechanical
drawings, may be affected by the first time-
shared, graphic input-output systems. Although
the types of technological change which will take
place to 1975 will affect all levels of draftsmen,
the largest number of jobs affected will be at the
detail draftsmen level.

Changes in job content due to simplification
and standardization in drafting techniques during
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this period will occur. Adjustments to these
changes will generally be relatively minor and
any required retraining will be provided by the
individual firms making the hanges.

To-this time, few new types of jobs requiring
the knowledge of and experience with drafting
principles and techniques have been identified.
Some draftsmen are being trained as computer
programers and analysts, but in most cases this
is because of the competence and aptitude of the
individual, not because the programer needs to
be an experienced draftsman.

It is still too early in the development of time-
shared graphic systems to speak with any con-
fidence about the staffing requirements. How-
ever, it appears likely that some of the jobs will
certainly require a knowledge of drafting princi-
ples and techniques although the man may work
at the console rather than on the drafting board.

The major effects upon draftsmen from the
current developments in time-shared, graphics
communication systems will occur after 1975.
Expert opinion is divided on how rapidly these
technological changes will reduce the require-
ments for the traditional drafting jobs. However,
there is general agreement that it will be tech-
nically feasible to significantly reduce the number
of draftsmen needed by industry within 20 years.

Impact on Engineers

The introduction of computers in the early
1950's to perform mathematical computations
marked the beginning of a trend in design engi-
neering away from routine analytical tasks and
toward creative activity. While the individual
engineers were relieved of the necessity to per-
form routine computations, the power of the
computer made it possible to increase the com-
plexity, range, and amount of computation which
could be undertaken in support of the design
function. Decisions which previously had to be
made on the basis of experience and intuition
with limited computational backup could be
substantially improved by extending the com-
putational support. The availability of the re-
sults of sophisticated mathematical analysis has
been increasing while the amount of human par-
ticipation necessary to get these results has been
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decreasing.
New emphasis is being placed on the develop-

ment and refinement of the analytical tools them-
selves. The designing and writing of computer
programs for the new tools has been a concurrent
development.

It is not possible to assess the effects of these
developments on the numeric requirements for
professional level people in the design/drafting
function. This is partly due to the variations
from industry to iaustry in the extent to which
analytical methods are used; but more impor-
tantly it is because even within a given product
design so many other technological factors are
changing at the same time. Trying to assess
changes in occupations or job content in depth
poses the same difficulties.

The introduction of simple methods of data
handling has had, and will have, relatively little
effect on engineering other than to reduce the
amount of time spent on clerical-type activities.

When the applications are extended directly
to involve design logic, the impact upon the in-
dividual engineers becomes more pronounced.
There is no question that substantially fewer
engineering man-hours are needed to achieve
the same amount of work. It is also true that

what was previously the entire work activity for
some engineers is now done by computers.

In general, these new methods are reducing
the clerical-type and routine activities of the
engineering workload. These activities pres-
ently require many man-hours. For example,
in the aerospace industry it has been estimated
that 80 to 90 percent of the average engineer's
time is spent on tasks of this type.

While the feeling was widespread that this
reduction in routine work would permit more
time for creative engineering activity, some con-
cern has been expressed about the ability of some
engineers to make this shift readily. Besides the
question of individual competence, the broader
problem of keeping abreast of rapidly changing
technologies was frequently mentioned. To this
time the shifts required have been relatively
minor in terms of the individuals.

Many believe that the time-shared man-ma-
chine interaction system is the most powerful tool
ever developed to extend and amplify creative
engineering. Limited knowledge of the creative
process makes it impossible to estimate the results
of this coupling of man and machine at this early
state, but many are predicting a new era in
engineering design.
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WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

Copies of this publication or additional information on manpower programs and activities may be obtained

from the U,S. Department of Labor's Manpower Administration in Washington, D.C. Publications on

manpower are also available from the Departments Regional Information Offices at the addresses listed below.

John F. Kennedy Building, Boston, Massachusetts 02110
341 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York 10001
Wolf Avenue and Commerce Street, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201
Ninth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
1371 Peachtree Street NE Atlanta, Georgia 30309
51 SW. First Avenue, Miami, Florida 33130
801 Broad Street, Nashville, Tennessee 37203
1365 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
219 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604
911 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64106
411 North Akard Street, Dallas, Texas 75201
300 North Los Angeles Street, L&; Angeles, California 90012
450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102
506 Second Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98104


